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HARD BARGAINS AND THE ART OF POLICYMAKING
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Public Policy Making

The ongoing farmers’ agitation epitomises the need to have detailed discussions and
consultations while making law and policy. The process of building consensus and addressing
concerns may be time-consuming, but it leads to greater acceptance of policy objectives. While
such work has to be done at multiple levels, Parliament is perhaps the most important forum for
this. It has a well-established process to get inputs of experts and stakeholders, and to build
cross-party consensus while enacting a law. This is usually done through its committees. The
government can also use other consultative mechanisms, such as expert committees and
consultative groups, to get feedback and tailor policy.

Parliamentary committees perform a very important role in the lawmaking process. They allow
MPs to engage with experts and understand the nuances of a Bill, enable discussion across
party lines without the pressure of posturing for the public, and on several occasions, these
committees have helped negotiate a path through conflicting interests.

The Hindu Explains | Why are parliamentary standing committees necessary?

An example will illustrate the working of this process. The Goods and Services Tax (GST) was
proposed to be introduced about a decade ago. As GST subsumed several taxes in the Union
List (such as excise duties) and the State List (such as sales tax), the Constitution had to be
amended. This amendment required not just the support of two-thirds of members of each
House of Parliament, but also ratification by half the State legislatures. For successful
implementation, the new system needed support across party lines and State governments, as
value chains for goods and services run across States. Lack of proper implementation by even
one State in the value chain would jeopardise the working of the system, as it requires matching
of invoices and crediting taxes across the chain.

An empowered group of State Finance Ministers was set up in 2007, and it was a key forum for
discussing and negotiating the new tax. Importantly, this body was chaired by a State Finance
Minister from a party in the Opposition at the Centre. Based on its inputs, a Bill was introduced
in 2011 to amend the Constitution. This Bill suggested a GST Council (which would decide
through consensus) as the apex body to take all decisions regarding the tax, and a GST Dispute
Settlement Authority. The Standing Committee on Finance examined the Bill, received
numerous suggestions from experts and States, and made several recommendations. Notably,
these included proposing a voting procedure for the GST Council, dropping the dispute
resolution authority, and including a compensation structure for States that may lose revenue
due to their taxes being subsumed by the GST.

A new Bill was introduced in 2015 which incorporated these changes. This Bill also introduced a
tax of 1% on inter-State sale, and a compensation for a period of up to five years. The Bill was
passed by the Lok Sabha, but the Rajya Sabha referred it to a Select Committee. This
Committee suggested that the tax on inter-State trade be dropped as it would negate the
objective of making India a single market. It also recommended that compensation to States be
guaranteed for a period of five years. The Constitution (Amendment) Bill was passed with these
changes, and ratified by States. Subsequently, the GST Council, which had Finance Ministers
from all States, unanimously approved the draft of the Bills to implement the GST. That set of
Bills was also passed by Parliament and all State legislatures. Throughout this process, the
empowered committee of State Finance Ministers was also having regular meetings and
addressing the concerns of States.

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/dilli-chalo-farmers-demand-special-parliament-session-to-repeal-farm-laws/article33231227.ece?homepage=true
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/parliament-and-its-panels/article32613874.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/whither-house-panels/article28621493.ece
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Comment | Parliamentary scrutiny on the back burner

This process highlights the importance of building a broad consensus before making a major
policy or legislative change. The Standing Committee and Select Committee provided fora for
parliamentarians to engage with experts and stakeholders, which helped them recommend
changes that would lead to a broadly acceptable Bill. Though the process was time-consuming,
it led to a new tax structure, which had broad support across all States — a necessary condition
for it to work. There were compromises made, such as multiplicity of rates and a very generous
compensation for States, but these helped get the new tax off the ground.

Compare this with the process followed for the new farm laws. The Bills were initially enacted
through ordinances. That is, the government enacted these laws through executive decision
when Parliament was not in session.

Comment | A politics of avoidance that must be questioned

However, ordinances need to be ratified by Parliament when it meets next. The Bills to replace
the ordinance were introduced in Lok Sabha and passed within three days without being
referred to a Standing Committee. In Rajya Sabha, several members moved motions to refer
them to a Select Committee. These motions led to commotion, amidst allegations that a demand
for division (recorded vote) was ignored, and the Bills were passed amidst pandemonium. Thus,
an opportunity to discuss and debate the Bills with stakeholders was missed.

While the jurisdiction of Parliament to enact these laws seems to be clear, they affect agricultural
markets, which are governed by State laws. Much of the implementation would depend on State
governments. States may also get lower taxes from these markets. It was important to address
the concerns of various stakeholders, including farmers and State governments. The absence of
proactive engagement with affected parties has led to the current crisis. Three States — all with
Opposition governments — have passed their own laws to negate some of the provisions of the
central laws. And a large number of farmers are protesting against the laws.

Editorial | House matters: on restoring democratic majesty of Parliament

We need to learn an important lesson from this episode. Stable policy-making needs a broad
agreement on the benefits of the policy. Such consensus has to be built through conversations
with stakeholders. Parliament should revitalise its committees to enable wider public
participation. It should insist that every Bill is deliberated upon in a committee, much like what
the British Parliament does. Parliament needs to perform its function as a deliberative body that
enables compromises to assuage concerns. As the adage goes: politics is the art of the
possible, the attainable, the art of the next best.

M.R. Madhavan is President of the PRS Legislative Research, New Delhi

This article is available only to our subscribers.

Already have an account ? Sign in

Start your 14 days free trial. Sign Up

Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/parliamentary-scrutiny-on-the-back-burner/article32699224.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/a-politics-of-avoidance-that-must-be-questioned/article32517468.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/house-matters/article31016850.ece
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difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

To reassure Indian Muslims, the PM needs to state that the govt. will not conduct an exercise
like NRC

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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WHO WORLD MALARIA REPORT 2020:  INDIA
CONTINUES TO MAKE IMPRESSIVE GAINS IN
REDUCTION OF MALARIA BURDEN

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

The World Malaria Report (WMR) 2020 released by WHO, which gives the estimated cases for
malaria across the world, based on mathematical projections, indicates that India has made
considerable progress in reducing its malaria burden. India is the only high endemic country
which has reported a decline of 17.6% in 2019 as compared to 2018. The Annual Parasitic
Incidence (API) reduced by 27.6% in 2018 compared to 2017 and by 18.4% in 2019 as
compared to 2018. India has sustained API less than one since year 2012.

India has also contributed to the largest drop in cases region-wide, from approximately 20 million
to about 6 million. The percentage drop in the malaria cases was 71.8% and deaths was 73.9%
between 2000 to 2019.

India achieved a reduction of 83.34% in malaria morbidity and 92% in malaria mortality between
the year 2000 (20,31,790 cases, 932 deaths) and 2019 (3,38,494 cases, 77 deaths), thereby
achieving Goal 6 of the Millennium Development Goals (50-75% decrease in case incidence
between 2000 and 2019).

Figure 1: Epidemiological trends of Malaria in India (2000-2019) Pv; Plasmodium Vivax & pf;
Plasmodium Falciparum

 

Decrease in incidence of Malaria cases is also exhibited in the year-on-year tally. The cases and
fatalities have declined significantly by 21.27% and 20% in the year 2019 (3,38,494 cases, 77
deaths) as compared to 2018 (4,29,928 cases, 96 deaths). The total number of malaria cases
reported in 2020, till October, (1,57,284) has further decreased by 45.02 percent as compared to
corresponding period of 2019 (2,86,091).

Malaria Elimination efforts were initiated in the country in 2015 and were intensified after the
launch of National Framework for Malaria Elimination (NFME) in 2016 by the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare. National Strategic Plan for Malaria Elimination (2017-22) was launched by
the Health Ministry in July, 2017 which laid down strategies for the next five years.

Figure 2:  Epidemiological situation of Malaria in India (2015 – 2019)

The first two years saw a 27.7% decline in cases and 49.5% reduction in fatalities; 11,69,261
cases and 385 deaths in 2015to 8,44,558 cases and 194 deaths in 2017.

States of Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Meghalaya and Madhya Pradesh disproportionately
accounted for nearly 45.47 percent (1,53,909 cases out of India’s 3,38,494 cases) of malaria
cases and 70.54 percent (1,10,708 cases out of India’s 1,56,940 cases) of falciparum Malaria
cases in 2019.  63.64% (49 out of 77) of malaria deaths were also reported from these states.

Due to the efforts made by the Government of India in provision of microscopes, rapid
diagnostics Long Lasting Insecticidal Nets (LLINs) – about 5 crores have been distributed in 7
North-East States, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Odisha up to 2018-19 and
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another 2.25 crore LLINs are being supplied/distributed during current financial year to high
burden areas leading to reduction in endemicity in these otherwise very high endemic states.
Additional procurement of 2.52 crore LLINs is initiated.Use of LLINs has been accepted by the
community at large and has been one of the main contributors to the drastic malaria decline in
the country.

 

Decline of API in HBHI (High Burden High Impact) Regions of India (2016-2019)

 

 

 

 

 

WHO has initiated the High Burden to High Impact (HBHI) initiative in 11 high malaria burden
countries, including India. Implementation of “High Burden to High Impact (HBHI)” initiative has
been started in four states i.e. West Bengal and Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh
in July, 2019.  A key strategy to reignite progress is the “High burden to high impact” (HBHI)
response, catalyzed in 2018 by WHO and the RBM Partnership to End Malaria continued to
make impressive gains in India, with 18% reductions in cases and 20% reductions in death
respectively, over the last 2 years.

Malaria has been made notifiable in 31 states/UTs (Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh,
Assam, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir,
Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, Odisha, Punjab,
Rajasthan, , Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Tripura Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, West Bengal,
Pudducherry Chandigarh, Daman & Diu, D&N Haveli and Lakshadweep) and decline has been
observed in the hitherto high endemic states.  Percentage of decline in the year 2019 as
compared to 2018 is as follows: Odisha – 40.35%, Meghalaya- 59.10%, Jharkhand – 34.96%,
Madhya Pradesh –36.50% and Chhattisgarh –23.20%.

The figures and trends between last two decades clearly show the drastic decline in malaria.
The malaria elimination target of 2030 looks achievable building on the Union Government’s
strategic interventions in this regard.

GIS maps – Shrinking malaria endemicity (District level)

 

*****

MV/SJ

 

HFW/World Malaria Report/2ndDecember2020/1
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The World Malaria Report (WMR) 2020 released by WHO, which gives the estimated cases for
malaria across the world, based on mathematical projections, indicates that India has made
considerable progress in reducing its malaria burden. India is the only high endemic country
which has reported a decline of 17.6% in 2019 as compared to 2018. The Annual Parasitic
Incidence (API) reduced by 27.6% in 2018 compared to 2017 and by 18.4% in 2019 as
compared to 2018. India has sustained API less than one since year 2012.

India has also contributed to the largest drop in cases region-wide, from approximately 20 million
to about 6 million. The percentage drop in the malaria cases was 71.8% and deaths was 73.9%
between 2000 to 2019.

India achieved a reduction of 83.34% in malaria morbidity and 92% in malaria mortality between
the year 2000 (20,31,790 cases, 932 deaths) and 2019 (3,38,494 cases, 77 deaths), thereby
achieving Goal 6 of the Millennium Development Goals (50-75% decrease in case incidence
between 2000 and 2019).

Figure 1: Epidemiological trends of Malaria in India (2000-2019) Pv; Plasmodium Vivax & pf;
Plasmodium Falciparum

 

Decrease in incidence of Malaria cases is also exhibited in the year-on-year tally. The cases and
fatalities have declined significantly by 21.27% and 20% in the year 2019 (3,38,494 cases, 77
deaths) as compared to 2018 (4,29,928 cases, 96 deaths). The total number of malaria cases
reported in 2020, till October, (1,57,284) has further decreased by 45.02 percent as compared to
corresponding period of 2019 (2,86,091).

Malaria Elimination efforts were initiated in the country in 2015 and were intensified after the
launch of National Framework for Malaria Elimination (NFME) in 2016 by the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare. National Strategic Plan for Malaria Elimination (2017-22) was launched by
the Health Ministry in July, 2017 which laid down strategies for the next five years.

Figure 2:  Epidemiological situation of Malaria in India (2015 – 2019)

The first two years saw a 27.7% decline in cases and 49.5% reduction in fatalities; 11,69,261
cases and 385 deaths in 2015to 8,44,558 cases and 194 deaths in 2017.

States of Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Meghalaya and Madhya Pradesh disproportionately
accounted for nearly 45.47 percent (1,53,909 cases out of India’s 3,38,494 cases) of malaria
cases and 70.54 percent (1,10,708 cases out of India’s 1,56,940 cases) of falciparum Malaria
cases in 2019.  63.64% (49 out of 77) of malaria deaths were also reported from these states.

Due to the efforts made by the Government of India in provision of microscopes, rapid
diagnostics Long Lasting Insecticidal Nets (LLINs) – about 5 crores have been distributed in 7
North-East States, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Odisha up to 2018-19 and
another 2.25 crore LLINs are being supplied/distributed during current financial year to high
burden areas leading to reduction in endemicity in these otherwise very high endemic states.
Additional procurement of 2.52 crore LLINs is initiated.Use of LLINs has been accepted by the
community at large and has been one of the main contributors to the drastic malaria decline in
the country.
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Decline of API in HBHI (High Burden High Impact) Regions of India (2016-2019)

 

 

 

 

 

WHO has initiated the High Burden to High Impact (HBHI) initiative in 11 high malaria burden
countries, including India. Implementation of “High Burden to High Impact (HBHI)” initiative has
been started in four states i.e. West Bengal and Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh
in July, 2019.  A key strategy to reignite progress is the “High burden to high impact” (HBHI)
response, catalyzed in 2018 by WHO and the RBM Partnership to End Malaria continued to
make impressive gains in India, with 18% reductions in cases and 20% reductions in death
respectively, over the last 2 years.

Malaria has been made notifiable in 31 states/UTs (Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh,
Assam, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir,
Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland, Odisha, Punjab,
Rajasthan, , Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Tripura Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, West Bengal,
Pudducherry Chandigarh, Daman & Diu, D&N Haveli and Lakshadweep) and decline has been
observed in the hitherto high endemic states.  Percentage of decline in the year 2019 as
compared to 2018 is as follows: Odisha – 40.35%, Meghalaya- 59.10%, Jharkhand – 34.96%,
Madhya Pradesh –36.50% and Chhattisgarh –23.20%.

The figures and trends between last two decades clearly show the drastic decline in malaria.
The malaria elimination target of 2030 looks achievable building on the Union Government’s
strategic interventions in this regard.

GIS maps – Shrinking malaria endemicity (District level)
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INDIA RECORDS LARGEST REDUCTIONS IN MALARIA
CASES IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA, SAYS WHO

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

A North Delhi MCD worker fumigating Flag Staff Road area as part of preventive measures
against mosquito-borne diseases like Dengue, Malaria and Chikungunya. File Photo   | Photo
Credit: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR

India made impressive gains in the global fight against malaria, recording the largest reduction in
cases in South-East Asia from 20 million in 2000 to about 5.6 million last year, according to the
World Health Organisation.

The World Malaria Report 2020, released on Monday, said that in 2019, malaria cases globally
numbered about 229 million, an annual estimate that has remained virtually unchanged over the
last four years.

Last year, the disease claimed about 4,09,000 lives, compared to 4,11,000 in 2018.

“Countries in South-East Asia made particularly strong progress, with reductions in cases and
deaths of 73% and 74%, respectively. India contributed to the largest drop in cases region-wide
— from approximately 20 million to about 6 million,” WHO Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus said in the report’s forward.

The report said that the WHO South-East Asia Region accounted for about 3% of the burden of
malaria cases globally.

Malaria cases reduced by 73% in the region, from 23 million in 2000 to about 6.3 million in 2019.

The WHO noted the impressive gains made by India in the fight against malaria, with reductions
in cases and deaths of 18% and 20%, respectively, over the last two years.

India also recorded a decrease in the number of deaths from malaria between 2000 and 2019.

Malaria deaths in India declined from about 29,500 in 2000 to about 7,700 last year, the report
said.

In the WHO South-East Asia Region, malaria deaths reduced by 74 per cent, from about 35,000
in 2000 to 9,000 in 2019.

India, however, still accounted for 88 per cent of malaria cases and 86 per cent of malaria
deaths in the WHO South-East Asia Region in 2019.

The WHO is calling on countries and global health partners to step up the fight against malaria,
a preventable and treatable disease that continues to claim hundreds of thousands of lives each
year.

A better targeting of interventions, new tools and increased funding are needed to change the
global trajectory of the disease and reach internationally-agreed targets.

The report noted that the 11 highest burden countries - Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/SHIV-KUMAR-PUSHPAKAR/
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Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ghana, India, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Uganda
and Tanzania - account for 70% of the global estimated case burden and 71% of global
estimated deaths from malaria.

According to the WHO report, progress against malaria continues to plateau, particularly in high
burden countries in Africa.

Gaps in access to life-saving tools are undermining global efforts to curb the disease, and the
COVID-19 pandemic is expected to set back the fight even further.

As in past years, the African Region shouldered more than 90% of the overall disease burden.

Since 2000, the region has reduced its malaria death toll by 44%, from an estimated 6,80,000 to
3,84,000 annually.

However, progress has slowed in recent years, particularly in countries with a high burden of the
disease.

A funding shortfall at both the international and domestic levels poses a significant threat to
future gains.

In 2019, total funding reached $3 billion against a global target of $5.6 billion.

Funding shortages have led to critical gaps in access to proven malaria control tools.

This year, COVID-19 emerged as an additional challenge to the provision of essential health
services worldwide.

According to the report, most malaria prevention campaigns were able to move forward this year
without major delays.

Ensuring access to malaria prevention — such as insecticide-treated nets and preventive
medicines for children — has supported the COVID-19 response strategy by reducing the
number of malaria infections and, in turn, easing the strain on health systems.

The WHO worked swiftly to provide countries with guidance to adapt their responses and ensure
the safe delivery of malaria services during the pandemic, the report said.
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misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,
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INVESTING IN INDIA’S YOUTH
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Human resources, Youth, Sports and related issues

With the largest youth population in the world, India faces the difficult task of educating every
citizen to become a productive member of society. This goal has become harder with the
pandemic: over 320 million learners have been affected and more than 5 million young people
are likely to have lost their jobs. Proactive measures need to be taken to resolve this situation.
Education can play a vital role in bridging this gap.

India’s Right to Education Act guarantees free and compulsory education for the ages of 6 to 14
years, and is based on books and written examinations. However, evidence shows that many
people develop 21st century skills on the job, or from courses that focus on practical application
of skills. This indicates that vocational education can be a route for many to gain specific
skillsets and knowledge which they can directly apply in their jobs. Such education formats are
referred to as Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET).

In India, the skills development ecosystem has undergone rapid changes and improvements
over the last decade. The National Skill Development Policy was launched in 2009 and
revamped in 2015, recognising the challenge of skilling with speed and high standards. The Skill
India Mission was launched soon after, and Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced his vision
for making India the “skill capital” of the world.

Since then, India has laid the foundation for delivering on this vision of making quality skills
development programmes available to the youth, but also faced various challenges. UNESCO’s
State of the Education Report for India 2020, published this week, focuses on vocational
education and training and showcases the growth of the skills development sector, along with
emerging challenges. It also provides practical recommendations to ensure that policy is
effectively implemented. One of the biggest challenges for expanding the reach of TVET-related
courses has been the lack of aspiration and stigma attached to jobs such as carpentry and
tailoring. Considerable effort, including information campaigns involving youth role models,
would go a long way in improving the image of vocational education. At the same time, common
myths around TVET need to be debunked. Research is now proving that TVET graduates for
entry level jobs can get paid as much as university graduates, and for some jobs can even
surpass them. Moreover, students from vocational streams typically take less time to find jobs as
compared to university graduates.

The report emphasises the need for expanding evidence-based research. High-quality research
based on careful data-gathering and analytics can add value to all aspects of TVET planning
and delivery but is especially useful for creating evidence behind the value of vocational
education. For instance, proving the business case of apprenticeship to employers can push
them to hire more apprentices. Considering that many employers are unable to find skilled
candidates for jobs, promoting skills development and hiring skilled workers can make the
economy stronger.

The new National Education Policy (NEP) aims to provide vocational education to 50% of all
learners by 2025. Schools are encouraged to provide students access to vocational education
from Grade 6 onwards and to offer courses that are aligned to the local economies and can
benefit local communities. This will be possible only if the existing skills development systems
are leveraged effectively. Hence, for the vision of the NEP to be fulfilled, a robust coordination
mechanism for inter-ministerial cooperation is necessary for bringing the skills development and
vocational education systems together.
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This will not be an easy task but UNESCO, through its policy instruments, is committed to
supporting the Indian government in capitalising on the country’s demographic dividend. In these
difficult times, TVET is certainly a key tool to help get the economy, and people’s lives, back on
track.

Eric Falt is the Director, UNESCO New Delhi and UNESCO Representative to Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka
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Source : www.indianexpress.com Date : 2020-12-08

PEOPLE OF DENOTIFIED TRIBES CONTINUE TO BEAR
THE BURDEN OF AN UNJUST COLONIAL PAST

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of STs, SCs, and OBCs - Schemes & their
Performance, Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

By Nikita Sonavane, Srujana Bej and Ameya Bokil

In August, the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the annual Prison Statistics
Report for 2019. This compilation provides demographic information on prison inmates for
administrative categories such as age, gender, religion and caste. It has consistently highlighted
to lawmakers the overrepresentation of marginalised communities such as the Scheduled
Castes (SC), Scheduled Tribes (ST) and Other Backward Classes (OBC) in our prison
population. However, the administrative categories of SC/ST/OBC –relied on for the
identification of inmates’ social location — are too broad. They minimise and invalidate the
probing cruelty of the criminal justice system against specific communities within these
heterogeneous caste categories. Official data must be further disaggregated to help shed light
on the persecution of certain marginalised communities such as the Denotified Tribal
Communities.

A closer look at the prison population is likely to tell us that certain communities such as the
Denotified Tribes (DNTs), which have a history of persecution by the criminal justice system, are
targeted under specific laws and legal provisions. We argue that viewing the problem of
overrepresentation of DNTs in the prison population through the lens of policing, would bring to
light the targeted persecution of marginalised communities

Twenty-year old Rakesh Pardhi, a farmer from the DNT Pardhi community, was arrested in May
for illegal possession of raw country liquor and charged under section 34 (2) of the MP Excise
Act in the first week of April. A first-time offender, he suffered from tuberculosis, placing him at a
higher risk of suffering complications from COVID-19. Rakesh also qualified for interim bail, and
given his affliction, that was even more pertinent. However, he was incarcerated for nearly three
months.

Rakesh’s case is no exception. It reflects the historical oppression of Denotified Tribes (DNT)
under the criminal justice system through anti-poor, casteist legislations such as the Excise Act.

During colonial rule, the Criminal Tribes Act, 1871 vilified several nomadic tribes as hereditary
criminals “addicted to systematic commission of non-bailable offences”. The prevailing caste
system’s rationale was used for such categorisation of these communities. Their social practices
and physical attributes were relied on as evidence of their criminality. The DNT communities
were subjugated to state surveillance, control and violence in myriad ways.

The Criminal Tribes Act, 1871 was repealed in 1952, following the adoption of the Indian
Constitution. However, many denotified tribes continue to face the ‘taint of criminality’ — the
police, courts and society continue to view them as criminals. Narratives of genetic criminality
have been replaced with narratives of economic need, group immorality, compulsive indiscipline
or addiction to narcotic substances. They are default suspects in cases of theft and dacoity —
indiscriminate detention, arrest without warrant, recording of photographs and fingerprints for
surveillance and custodial torture continue to be methods practiced by state agencies against
these communitites.

https://indianexpress.com/about/coronavirus/
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These communities also find their traditional occupations criminalised through excise laws,
wildlife conservation laws, cattle slaughter prohibition laws — members of DNT communities
constitute a majority of people prosecuted under these laws. They are targeted in the garb of
maintaining “public order,” regularly externed and made to sign bonds for “good behaviour”.

Yet the extent of this drastic and disparate impact of criminal law on denotified tribes remains
undocumented. These communities are first marginalised in the law, and at a second level
completely invisibilised in society. This is exemplified by the fact that there is no official data on
the total population of denotified, nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes. Despite their unique socio-
cultural locations in Indian society, they are administratively categorised as SC, ST, OBC —
even placed in the general category in several states. The unique nature of their suffering in the
criminal justice system is erased.

In making a small step towards documenting the experiences of DNT communities with the
criminal justice system, we studied arrest records under various laws in Madhya Pradesh during
the lockdown to map the socioeconomic locations of the individuals policed. Informal estimates
also suggest that Madhya Pradesh is home to between 50-60 lakh members of denotified,
nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes. This means that they comprise between 8 to 12 per cent of
the state’s population.

Our study of 1,281 arrests under the excise laws identified 355 (27.71 per cent) persons from
the SC community, 303 (23.65 per cent) from the ST community, 265 (20.69 per cent) from the
OBC community, 130 (10.15 per cent) from the DNT community, and 41 (3.2 per cent) from the
Muslim community.

Another significant finding was of 139 (10.85 per cent) women being arrested under the excise
laws. Of the 103 women with identifiable surnames, 41 (39.8 per cent) belonged to
DNT/Nomadic communities — mostly Kuchbandiya, Kanjar communities — and 59 (57.3 per
cent) belonged to other SC, ST and OBC communities. The proportion of women within the total
number of arrested persons is low, but even within them, DNT women were overrepresented in
excise cases. The narrative of born or inherent criminality is deeply intertwined in constructing
the category of the “DNT woman” as a criminal. It has also often been used to legitimise gender-
based violence against women from DNT communities.

The proportion of DNT representation for all offences examined in our study is an
underestimation given that we relied on the last name of the accused person to identify them as
a DNT member. Several DNT communities, like other Bahujan communities, resort to
concealing their identity by adopting caste neutral last names in hopes of escaping caste-based
violence and discrimination. While the adoption of a caste neutral surname may enable some
DNT communities to assimilate and evade invasive social surveillance and administrative
enumeration, it does not necessarily translate to an escape from the police and the criminal
justice system’s systemic oppression.

Every year, hundreds of people from the Pardhi community in Bhopal, Raisen and Sehore
districts of Madhya Pradesh, suffer caste-based violence at the hands of both the police and
dominant caste groups. This includes harassment, torture and mob-lynching. The Pardhi
community, a traditionally forest dwelling Adivasi community, has no recourse under the
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 because the
community which has tens of thousands of people in these districts were removed from the
Constitutional List of STs in 2002. No reason was given for this exclusion. The community
continues to be classified as ST in several other districts of the state and, oddly even, SC in
some districts. The denotification also resulted in the denial of access to welfare programmes
tailored for STs in the State.
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The politics over inclusion into the administrative categories of SC, ST and OBC remains highly
contested. A major aspect of the exclusion of DNT communities remains the absence of any
formal record of their existence. Therefore, a decennial census data that records the existence
of these communities is crucial. In 2011, when the fourth Socio Economic and Caste Census
(SECC) was conducted, around 46,73,034 distinct caste names emerged from the report. This
data has however been withheld by the government. It was the first exercise to count the
number of OBCs after 1931. This data is also crucial in identifying various groups given the
dynamic nature of this category, particularly for DNTs whose history of oppression has been
subsumed by this category. Every year, State Governments including that in Madhya Pradesh
promise a census of DNT and Nomadic communities, but fail to deliver.

Perhaps most importantly, the availability of disaggregated data would enable highlighting the
persistent narrative of criminality that follows members of DNT communities. It would be the first
step towards recognising, and dismantling the invisibilised historical oppression and targeting by
the criminal justice system that mars the lives of these communities.

The writers are associated with the Bhopal-based Criminal Justice and Police Accountability
Project
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CABINET NOD FOR PUBLIC WIFI NETWORKS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: E-governance - applications, models, successes, limitations, and

potential incl. Aadhaar & Digital power

The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved a proposal for setting up public WiFi hotspots
across the country via public data offices or PDOs, which could even be a kirana shop or a paan
shop.

The move, aimed at helping accelerate the uptake of broadband Internet services, will not
require the PDOs to get a license or pay a fee.

The public WiFi Access Network Interface, which will be called ‘PM-WANI’, was first
recommended by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) in 2017. This will involve
multiple players, including PDOs, Public Data Office Aggregators (PDOA), app providers, and a
central registry.

PDOs — comparable to a PCO or a cybercafe — will establish, maintain, and operate WiFi
access points and deliver broadband services to subscribers, while the PDOAs will be
aggregators of PDOs and perform functions such as authorisation and accounting.

According to TRAI, in most major economies, for 50%-70% of their total usage time, mobile
users use WiFi technology to communicate. However, in India, this figure is less than 10%.

Service providers had in 2018 stated that they aimed to provide 5 lakh hotspots by March 31,
2019 and 10 lakh hotspots by September 30, 2019.

However, these targets have not been achieved.
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PUBLIC WI-FI PLAN ‘PM WANI’ GETS CABINET
APPROVAL

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: E-governance - applications, models, successes, limitations, and
potential incl. Aadhaar & Digital power

Public Wi-Fi hotspots at a large number of restaurants, grocery stores, hotels and other places
across the country could be a reality in the near future, with the Union cabinet on Wednesday
clearing a project to expand wireless broadband connectivity.

The project, named Prime Minister Wi-Fi Access Network Interface (PM Wani), was originally
recommended by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (Trai) in March 2017.

Also read: The pandemic push to the silver economy

The public Wi-Fi networks will not attract any licence or registration fee for providing broadband
services, Union communications, electronics and information technology minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad said.

Former Trai chairperson R.S. Sharma welcomed the announcement. “Public Wi-Fi networks will
‘democratize’ content distribution and broadband access to millions at affordable rates. This will
be the UPI (unified payments interface) of connectivity services," tweeted Sharma, who headed
Trai when the regulator made recommendations in this issue to the department of
telecommunications (DoT).

Wireless data use has ballooned since March as millions logged on to work from their homes
following the covid outbreak, exposing gaps and issues in connectivity.

“Covid pandemic has necessitated delivery of stable and high-speed broadband data services to
an increasingly large number of subscribers, including in areas which do not have 4G mobile
coverage. This can be achieved by deployment of public Wi-Fi," according to a government
release.

PM Wani will be set up by public data office aggregators (PDOAs) through public data offices
(PDOs), said the release. A government official said a restaurant, for example, can take
bandwidth from service providers, establish and operate Wi-Fi access points, and provide
broadband services. PDOs will be “facilitators" between service providers and users.

A PDOA will be an aggregator of PDOs that will oversee functions relating to authorization and
accounting of Wi-Fi connections, said the official. A person, who wants to use public Wi-Fi, can
do so via an app and will make payments as per usage, the official said on condition of
anonymity.

The PM Wani project will also have an app developer who will build a platform to register users
and discover Wani-compliant Wi-Fi hotspots in an area and display them on the app, according
to the release.

A central registry, which will be maintained by the Centre for Development of Telematics, will
record the details of app providers, PDOAs and PDOs.

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/-historic-pm-wani-scheme-will-revolutionise-tech-world-pm-modi-on-public-wi-fi-access-plan-11607531304427.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/-historic-pm-wani-scheme-will-revolutionise-tech-world-pm-modi-on-public-wi-fi-access-plan-11607531304427.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/the-pandemic-push-to-the-silver-economy-11607526177009.html
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“We have not set a target of the number of hotspots to be set up under this project as this has to
be a public initiative. But we have seen the demand, and we expect this to pick up soon," the
government official cited above said.

Separately, the cabinet approved an undersea optical fibre cable link between 11 islands of
Lakshadweep and Kochi in mainland India at an estimated cost of 1,072 crore, including
operational expenses, for five years.

The Lakshadweep-Kochi project was announced by PM Narendra Modi on Independence Day
with a target of completing it in 1,000 days or by May 2023.

The cabinet also approved a universal service obligation fund to provide mobile coverage in
Arunachal Pradesh and two districts of Assam—Karbi Anglong and Dima Hasao—under the
Comprehensive Telecom Development Plan for North Eastern Region.

The project will provide mobile coverage to 2,374 villages—1,683 in Arunachal Pradesh and 691
in Assam—at an estimated 2,029 crore, including operational expenses, for five years. The
target to complete this project is December 2022.
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THOUSAND DAYS OF NUTRITION, AND A BILLION
DREAMS

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Poverty & Hunger and related issues

How far India goes in realising its billion plus dreams over the next decade or two will be
determined by how well it nourishes the physical well-being and mental potential of its people,
particularly its children. If one has to pick the single gravest threat that blocks the promise of this
young nation at the foundational level, it has to be arguably malnutrition.

Malnourished children tend to fall short of their real potential — physically as well as mentally.
That is because malnutrition leaves their bodies weaker and more susceptible to illnesses. In
2017, a staggering 68% of 1.04 million deaths of children under five years in India was
attributable to malnutrition, reckoned a Lancet study in 2019.

Children who survive malnutrition do not do as well as they could. Without necessary nutrients,
their brains do not develop to the fullest. No wonder then, they end up performing poorly at
school than they otherwise would. Malnutrition places a burden heavy enough for India, to make
it a top national priority. About half of all children under five years in the country were found to be
stunted (too short) or wasted (too thin) for their height, estimated the Comprehensive National
Nutrition Survey, carried out by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare with support of
UNICEF three years ago.

The country has been making progress on nutrition for the last two decades, but it was after the
Prime Minister launched the Prime Minister’s Overarching Scheme for Holistic Nutrition
(POSHAN) Abhiyaan in 2018, that a holistic approach to tackle malnutrition started gathering
momentum. Under it, the government strengthened the delivery of essential nutrition
interventions so that more children have the right start in life for optimum growth, health,
development and a prosperous future.

As the flagship programme (POSHAN Abhiyaan) completes 1,000 days this week, it is time to
renew our commitment to nutrition for two reasons. First, because it conveys the deeply
symbolic value of the first 1,000 days from conception of a child till the child turns two years old,
marking the most crucial period for nutrition interventions in a lifecycle, which once missed could
result in irreversible damage to the child’s physical and mental well-being. Second, focus on
nutrition is critical as COVID-19 threatens to derail the gains India has made in nutrition in more
than one way.

Ground Zero | How dearth of data killed a healthy diet

For one, COVID-19 is pushing millions into poverty, reducing incomes of many more and
disproportionately affecting the economically disadvantaged, who are also most vulnerable to
malnutrition and food insecurities. Second, pandemic-prompted lockdowns disrupted essential
services — such as supplementary feeding under anganwadi centres, mid-day meals,
immunisation, and micro-nutrient supplementation which can exacerbate malnutrition.

It is in this challenging backdrop, leaders from academia, civil society, development partners,
community advocates and the private sector have come together as part of ‘commitment to
action’ to seek and support the government in a six-pronged action that can save and build on
the advances India has made in nutrition. These clear action points include commitments around
sustained leadership, dedicated finances, multi-sectoral approach and increased uninterrupted

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanchi/article/PIIS2352-4642(19)30273-1/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanchi/article/PIIS2352-4642(19)30273-1/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanchi/article/PIIS2352-4642(19)30273-1/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanchi/article/PIIS2352-4642(19)30273-1/fulltext
https://nutritionindia.info/portal/portal/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/CNNS-report_Version1.0.pdf
https://nutritionindia.info/portal/portal/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/CNNS-report_Version1.0.pdf
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coverage of a vulnerable population under programmes enhancing nutrition.

Also read | 3 years on, a mere 30% of Poshan Abhiyaan funds used

One reason POSHAN Abhiyaan succeeded in galvanising action so fast was because it was led
by the Prime Minister himself. That example must be sustained so that leadership of food and
nutrition security rests with the Prime Minister at the national level, a Chief Minister at the State
level, a district magistrate at the district and panchayat at the village level. This was already
imperative for POSHAN Abhiyaan to succeed, but it has now become critical as COVID-19
compounds an already complex challenge.

In terms of policies, vision, strategies, India already has some of the world’s biggest early
childhood public intervention schemes such as the Integrated Child Development Scheme, the
mid-day meal programme, and Public Distribution System. India needs to ensure coverage of
every single child and mother, along with 12 months of Poshan Maah (Nutrition Month), 52
weeks of breastfeeding weeks and 365 days of take-home ration.

Also read | Need to step up efforts to meet nutrition targets, says NITI Aayog report

To ensure this, the country needs to retain its financial commitments for the nutrition schemes it
already runs and earmark additional funds to preserve nutritional security in vulnerable
communities, particularly women and children in slum areas, migrants, the population in tribal
areas and districts with malnutrition rates.

Pandemic spurred challenges have also negatively hit other proven underlying drivers of
malnutrition. For instance, economic insecurities often force girls into early marriage, early
motherhood, discontinue their schooling, and reduce institutional deliveries, cut access to
micronutrient supplements, and nutritious food which largely tend to be perishable, all of which
may worsen malnutrition. Accelerating efforts to address these will be needed to stop the
regression into the deeper recesses of malnutrition.

Poshan Maah | Proper nutrition vital to build prosperous nation, says PM Modi

However, to truly grasp the depth and breadth of the COVID-19-caused nutrition crisis, the
country must track nutrition indices through data systems. Evidence generated through data will
also serve well to track the positive impact of POSHAN Abhiyaan, and course correct on the
long journey to a well-nourished India. It takes time for nutrition interventions to yield dividends,
but once those accrue, they can bring transformative generational shifts. Filling in the nutrition
gaps will guarantee a level-playing field for all children and strengthen the foundations for the
making of a future super-power.

Arjan De Wagt is Chief, Nutrition, UNICEF India
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difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.
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CABINET APPROVES SETTING UP OF PUBLIC WI-FI
NETWORKS BY PUBLIC DATA OFFICE AGGREGATORS
TO PROVIDE PUBLIC WI-FI SERVICE THROUGH
PUBLIC DATA OFFICES WITHOUT LEVY OF ANY
LICENSE FEE

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: E-governance - applications, models, successes, limitations, and
potential incl. Aadhaar & Digital power

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi has given its approval
forthe proposal of DoT for setting up of Public Wi-Fi Networks by Public Data Office
Aggregators (PDOAs) to provide public Wi-Fi service through Public Data Offices (PDOs)
spread across length and breadth of the country to accelerate proliferation of Broadband
Internet services through Public Wi-Fi network in the country. There shall be no license fee for
providing Broadband Internet through these public Wi-Fi networks.

The proposal will promote the growth of Public Wi-Fi Networks in the country and, in turn, will
help in proliferation of Broadband Internet, enhancement of income and employment and
empowerment of people.

Salient Features:

This Public Wi-Fi Access Network Interface will be known as PM-WANI.PM-WANI eco-system
will be operated by different players as described herein under:

 

Objectives

While no registration would be required for PDOs, PDOAs and App Providers will get
themselves registered with DoT through online registration portal (SARALSANCHAR;
https://saralsanchar.gov.in) of DoT, without paying anyregistration fee.Registration shall be
granted within 7 days of the application.

This is expected to be more business friendly and in line with efforts for ease of doing
business.COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated delivery of stable and high speed Broadband
Internet (data) services to an increasingly large number of subscribers in the country including
areas which do not have 4G mobile coverage. This can be achieved by deployment of Public
Wi-Fi.

Further, the proliferation of public Wi-Fi will not only create employment but also enhance
disposable incomes in the hands of small and medium entrepreneurs and boost the GDP of the
country.

Proliferation of Broadband Services through public Wi-Fi is a step towards digital India and
consequential benefit thereon.

No License Fee for providing broadband internet services using public Wi-Fi Hotspots will
massively encourage its proliferation and penetration across the length and breadth of the
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country. Availability and use of Broadband will enhance incomes, employment, quality of life,
ease of doing business etc.

******

DS
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CABINET APPROVES SETTING UP OF PUBLIC WI-FI
NETWORKS BY PUBLIC DATA OFFICE AGGREGATORS
TO PROVIDE PUBLIC WI-FI SERVICE THROUGH
PUBLIC DATA OFFICES WITHOUT LEVY OF ANY
LICENSE FEE

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: E-governance - applications, models, successes, limitations, and
potential incl. Aadhaar & Digital power
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This is expected to be more business friendly and in line with efforts for ease of doing
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country. Availability and use of Broadband will enhance incomes, employment, quality of life,
ease of doing business etc.
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https://saralsanchar.gov.in) of DoT, without paying anyregistration fee.Registration shall be
granted within 7 days of the application.

This is expected to be more business friendly and in line with efforts for ease of doing
business.COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated delivery of stable and high speed Broadband
Internet (data) services to an increasingly large number of subscribers in the country including
areas which do not have 4G mobile coverage. This can be achieved by deployment of Public
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HIGH PREVALENCE OF MALNUTRITION, GENETIC
DISORDERS, INFECTIONS AMONG TRIBALS
CONCERNING: HARSH VARDHAN

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of STs, SCs, and OBCs - Schemes & their
Performance, Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

Union Health Minister Harsh Vardhan. File   | Photo Credit: PTI

It is a matter of concern that the tribal population in the country today suffers from a high
prevalence of malnutrition, genetic disorders and infectious diseases, Union Health Minister
Harsh Vardhan said on Thursday.

He said the government has undertaken a slew of measures for the welfare of the tribal
population in the country, identified 10 major concerns that need immediate attention and started
working towards it.

“Our tribals lead a lifestyle with beliefs, customs, values and traditions that are in sync with
nature. This lifestyle pattern which doesn’t defy nature grants them an enhanced immunity
against various diseases.

“However, it is a matter of concern that our tribal population today suffers from a high prevalence
of malnutrition, genetic disorders and infectious diseases,” Dr. Vardhan said.

He was digitally addressing the virtual curtain raiser ceremony by the Indian Council of Medical
Research-National Institute of Research in Tribal Health, Jabalpur, as a part of 6th India
International Science Festival 2020 (IISF 2020).

The 6th IISF 2020 is being organised by the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR) in
collaboration with the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), Department of Science and
Technology (DST), Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), Department of Biotechnology (DBT) and
Vijnana Bharati (VIBHA) from December 22-25.

Dr. Vardhan said that often residing in hard-to-reach areas with difficult terrains, the tribal
population has had “inequitable access” to benefits of significant advancements in science,
technology as well as public health services.

“We have been taking a slew of measures in this regard. In 2018, an expert committee
constituted jointly by Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and the Ministry of Tribal Affairs
identified 10 major concerns that need immediate attention for the wellbeing of tribes and started
working towards it,” he added.

Applauding ICMR-NIRTH, Jabalpur for developing indigenous strategies for strengthening the
health services in the unreached areas, he noted that the institute has successfully
demonstrated PPP models for reduction of tuberculosis among Saharia tribes and reduction in
cases of malaria in the tribal district of Mandla in Madhya Pradesh.

“This prestigious institution has developed strategies for controlling prevalence of fluoride,
anaemia and inherited hemoglobinopathies like sickle-cell disease among tribal populations,” Dr.
Vardhan added.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/PTI/
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Enjoy reading as many articles as you wish without any limitations.

A select list of articles that match your interests and tastes.
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A one-stop-shop for seeing the latest updates, and managing your preferences.

We brief you on the latest and most important developments, three times a day.

*Our Digital Subscription plans do not currently include the e-paper, crossword and print.

Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

That is enough, just, to bring to an end the acute phase of pandemic, says Soumya
Swaminathan
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Source : www.indianexpress.com Date : 2020-12-16

PM-WANI HAS THE POTENTIAL TO REVOLUTIONISE
THE WAY INDIA ACCESSES THE INTERNET

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: E-governance - applications, models, successes, limitations, and
potential incl. Aadhaar & Digital power

Build for a billion. That has been the vision behind India’s successful innovations, such as
Aadhaar or UPI. These solutions had to be frugal, or the people could not afford them;
interoperable, so competition could be harnessed to create value for the consumer; and easy to
roll out, for the benefits to quickly reach our countrymen in the remotest areas.

What is the secret to building such solutions in the digital age? Unbundle a problem into
manageable pieces, create robust and interoperable solutions for each part, and glue the
components together through connectors called APIs. India also has a history of leapfrogging
digital technologies. Even at its peak, India’s tele-density of landlines never exceeded 7 per 100
people. Today, due to mobiles, it stands at 90 per 100 people. We also have a history of frugal
architectural innovation to make expensive infrastructure accessible. When landlines were
scarce, PCOs proliferated.

From 2015 to June of 2020, we grew from 302 million internet subscribers to 750 million. That is
a CAGR of 20 per cent, making India one of the fastest growing internet markets in the world.
However, this statistic obfuscates the quality of access. Only 23 million are wired internet
subscribers. If Digital India vision is to be achieved, we need to deliver a resilient and reliable
connection to every Indian, so that they can have reliable access everywhere, at affordable price
points.

Despite excellent advances in 4G technology, wired connections still offer superior quality,
reliability and throughput. On December 9, the Union cabinet gave approval to the Pradhan
Mantri Wireless Access Network Interface (PM-WANI). On the surface, this looks like a project
to install WiFi hotspots, one that most other countries already have. However, the devil is in the
details.

Comparing WANI to other public WiFi schemes would be akin to saying that the automobile was
just a faster horse. If you had to compare, the right contemporary for PM-WANI would be UPI.
UPI created common payments infrastructure that unbundled whose app you use to pay from
which bank your money was in. This resulted in 3 Cs — greater convenience, higher confidence
and lower costs. PM-WANI unbundles whose wired connection you use from who you pay to
use that connection. Instead of redundant networks by ISPs to compete for top users, it allows
them to interoperate and focus on connecting the last user. It is built on unbundling three As —
access, authorisation and accounting.

There are two dimensions along which PM-WANI has broken away from the past — regulatory
and technology. PM-WANI has liberalised the resale of bandwidth. Thus far, only licensed
players could become Internet Service Providers and resell bandwidth. Due to the inherent
network effects of investing in network infrastructure, this has led to the top 5 ISPs owning 75
per cent of the volume of all wired subscribers. PM-WANI allows anyone — a kirana shop
owner, a tea-stall vendor, or a Common Service Centre — to resell internet to its customers
without a licence and without fees! By installing a wireless router, they can get on the PM-WANI
network and start selling connectivity. These small vendors will be called Public Data Offices
(PDOs), in a deliberate hark back to the Public Call Offices of yore. PCOs became centres of
economic activity, providing small businesses with a steady trickle of clients that they could then

https://indianexpress.com/article/what-is/what-is-aadhaar-card-and-where-is-it-mandatory-4587547/
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sell other sachet-sized products. Due to this deregulation, the distribution of endpoints of PM-
WANI will be selected by entrepreneurs rather than being decided top-down. That means the
communities’ connectivity problems will be solved by members of the community itself.

PDOs will make similar sachets out of reliable data and serve it over an interoperable WiFi
network. This is where the second dimension of PM-WANI becomes exciting. One of the
reasons ISPs are regulated is because an open internet endpoint can be used for malicious
purposes. Even cybercafes in India are required to note the details of clients and log their visits.
In countries which do not have this protection, we have seen public WiFi being used by bad
actors for harassment, stalking, fake bomb scares and even death threats.

Thankfully, India has built a versatile and robust identity infrastructure in the form of Aadhaar
and DigiLocker. PM-WANI builds on these to authenticate its users. This architecture also allows
a central data balance and central KYC, that users can use inter-operably across all PDOs. The
network operators then settle accounting between them, much like how telecom operators settle
call termination charges. The end result is unlike other countries, Indians can log in once and
enjoy access on all available WiFi networks. Having such a public network also allows
international travellers to take advantage of India’s connectivity, without paying exorbitant
roaming charges to their home networks. PM-WANI is forward-looking in its design. A single-
click, multi-device experience has been envisioned.

With cabinet approval, the ball is now in the Department of Telecom’s court. Without good
execution, PM-WANI is merely an exciting concept on paper. However, if done right, PM-WANI
will revolutionise the way India accesses the internet and be a fillip to small businesses. We
hope there will be more than 10 million WiFi hotspots in the next two years. Interestingly, it will
also provide a demand-side pull to fixed line connectivity making these as profitable lines for
Telcos.

These PDOs can become local distribution centres for content. Students in rural areas can
access offline content without using bandwidth. Even with the world’s lowest data rates, the
average Indian consumer still monitors their total data consumption to save money. The cost of
access over PM-WANI will be lesser than that of 4G. Combine this with the liberalisation of the
Other Service Providers (OSPs) regulations, and you can see that India is paving the way for
digital SMEs to go online without the burden of onerous compliances.

The writer is former chairman, TRAI

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
and stay updated with the latest headlines
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FROM A DIGITAL INDIA TO A DIGITAL BHARAT
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: E-governance - applications, models, successes, limitations, and

potential incl. Aadhaar & Digital power

The term ‘game changer’ is sometimes used too freely in the context of conversations related to
policy, especially when it comes to government policy initiatives. It is not always true, and can
come across as hyperbole, and a marketing term to make the potential impact of certain
initiatives seem larger than they actually are.

However, there are times when the term is appropriate, and can be seen as an accurate
reflection of the capability of an initiative to change the status quo. The Prime Minister’s Wi-Fi
Access Network Interface, or PM WANI announced on December 9 fits the ‘game changer’ tag.
This provides for “Public Wi-Fi Networks by Public Data Office Aggregators (PDOAs) to provide
public Wi-Fi service through Public Data Offices (PDOs) spread across [the] length and breadth
of the country to accelerate proliferation of Broadband Internet services through Public Wi-Fi
network in the country”.

Essentially, this would mean the ability to connect to a Wi-Fi broadband connection almost
anywhere. This can help to bridge the increasing digital divide in India. Recently, the NITI Aayog
chief executive officer had said that India can create $1 trillion of economic value using digital
technology by 2025. However, as per the latest Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI)
data, about 54% of India’s population has access to the Internet. The 75th round of the National
Statistical Organisation survey shows that only 20% of the population has the ability to use the
Internet. The India Internet 2019 report shows that rural India has half the Internet penetration as
urban, and twice as many users who access the Internet less than once a week.

To illustrate this point, let us look at the Umang App (Unified Mobile Application for New-age
Governance), which allows access to 2,084 services, across 194 government departments,
across themes such as education, health, finance, social security, etc. The ability to access and
utilise the app enhances an individual’s capabilities to benefit from services that they are entitled
to. With each move towards digitisation, we are threatening to leave behind a large part of our
population to suffer in digital poverty.

It is clear that the focus is on last mile delivery, especially when you see how the Telecom
Minister has compared it to the public call office model of past decades. This is what the
government is trying to achieve with PM-WANI, where anyone living in their house, a paan shop
owner or a tea seller can all provide public Wi-Fi hot posts, and where anyone within range can
access it. This will also help to reduce the pressure on mobile Internet in India. Going back to
the India Internet report, it shows that 99% of all users in India access the Internet on mobile,
and about 88% are connected on the 4G network. This leads to a situation where everyone is
connected to a limited network, which is getting overloaded and resulting in bad speed and
quality of Internet access.

There are three important actors here. First is the Public Data Office (PDO). The PDO can be
anyone, and it is clear that along with Internet infrastructure, the government also sees this as a
way to generate revenue for individuals and small shopkeepers. It is important to note that
PDOs will not require registration of any kind, thus easing the regulatory burden on them. Next,
is the PDOA, who is basically the aggregator who will buy bandwidth from Internet service
provider (ISPs) and telecom companies and sell it to PDOs, while also accounting for data used
by all PDOs. Finally, you have the app provider, who will create an app through which users can
access and discover the Wi-Fi access points.

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/connecting-more-people-the-hindu-editorial-on-prime-minister-wi-fi-access-network-interface-pm-wani/article33309724.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/connecting-more-people-the-hindu-editorial-on-prime-minister-wi-fi-access-network-interface-pm-wani/article33309724.ece
https://bit.ly/3nrxtDe
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/govt-approves-to-set-up-public-wi-fi-networks-under-pm-wani/article33289290.ece
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Further details can be found in the report by TRAI on a public open Wi-Fi. Two pillars have been
given as a baseline for public Wi-Fi.

The first is interoperability, where the user will be required to login only once and stay connected
across access points. The second is multiple payment options, allowing the user to pay both
online and offline. The report also talks about how products should start from low
denominations, starting with 2. It is suggested in the report that the requirement of authentication
through a one-time password for each instance of access may be cumbersome and automatic
authentication through stored e-know your customer (KYC) is encouraged, which inevitably
means a linking with Aadhaar.

The PM-WANI has the potential to change the fortunes of Bharat Net as well. Bharat Net
envisions broadband connectivity in all villages in India. The project has missed multiple
deadlines, and even where the infrastructure has been created, usage data is not enough to
incentivise ISPs to use Bharat Net infra to provide services. One of the reasons for the lack of
demand is the deficit in digital literacy in India.

The other reason is simply the lack of last mile availability of the Internet. In terms of digital
literacy, it is not enough to look at digital literacy as a set of specific skills, because the skills
required to navigate technology keep changing. A more appropriate framework is to see it as an
evolving decentralised concept, which depends on how people interact with technology in other
aspects of their life, and is influenced by local social and cultural factors. The PM-WANI seems
to fit within this framework, simply because it seeks to make accessing the Internet as easy as
having tea at a chai shop. This is not a substitute for the abysmal digital literacy efforts of the
government, but will definitely help.

There are some concerns, mainly with respect to security and privacy. A large-scale study
conducted at public Wi-Fi spots in 15 airports across the United States, Germany, Australia, and
India discovered that two thirds of users leak private information whilst accessing the Internet.
Further, the TRAI report recommends that ‘community interest’ data be stored locally, raising
questions about data protection in a scenario where the country currently does not have a data
protection law in place. These are however, problems of regulation, state capacity and
awareness and do not directly affect the framework for this scheme.

With the PM-WANI, the state is expanding the reach of digital transformation to those who have
been excluded till now. It is a game-changer because it has the potential to move Digital India to
Digital Bharat.

Sumeysh Srivastava is an Internet access researcher working at Nyaaya, an open-access
platform that provides simple and actionable legal information
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2020-12-16

INDIA NEEDS TO RETHINK ITS NUTRITION AGENDA
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Poverty & Hunger and related issues

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has released data fact sheets for 22 States and
Union Territories (UTs) based on the findings of Phase I of the National Family Health Survey-5
(NFHS-5). The 22 States/ UTs don’t include some major States such as Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan,
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand, Odisha and Madhya Pradesh. While the national picture will
only be clear when the survey is completed and data are released for all the States and UTs,
what we have so far paints a troubling picture in relation to nutrition outcomes.

Of the 22 States and UTs, there is an increase in the prevalence of severe acute malnutrition in
16 States/UTs (compared to NFHS-4 conducted in 2015-16). Kerala and Karnataka are the only
two big States among the six States and UTs where there is some decline. The percentage of
children under five who are underweight has also increased in 16 out of the 22 States/UTs.
Anaemia levels among children as well as adult women have increased in most of the States
with a decline in anaemia among children being seen only in four States/UTs (all of them smaller
ones — Lakshadweep, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and
Diu, and Meghalaya).

Also read: National Family Health Survey finds jump in vaccination

There is also an increase in the prevalence of other indicators such as adult malnutrition
measured by those having a Body Mass Index of less than 18.5kg/m2 in many States/ UTs.
What is also a matter of concern is that most States/UTs also see an increase in
overweight/obesity prevalence among children and adults, once again drawing attention to the
inadequacy of diets in India both in terms of quality and quantity.

The data report an increase in childhood stunting (an indicator of chronic undernutrition and
considered a sensitive indicator of overall well-being) in 13 of the 22 States/UTs compared to
the data of NFHS-4. Among the remaining nine States, five see an improvement of less than 1
percentage point (pp) in this five-year period. Sikkim (7.3 pp), Manipur (5.5 pp), Bihar (5.4 pp)
and Assam (1.1 pp) are the four States which see some improvement although even these are
below the goals set by the government. There was a 10 pp decline in stunting among children
under five (low height for age) between 2005-06 (NFHS-3) and 2015-16 (NFHS-4), from 48% to
38%, averaging 1 pp a year. Although in the right direction, this was considered to be a very
slow pace of improvement. Poshan Abhiyaan, one of the flagship programmes of the Prime
Minister, launched in 2017, aimed at achieving a 2 pp reduction in childhood stunting per year.

Also read: Institutional deliveries go up in West Bengal

All indications from these initial results of NFHS-5 are that we are likely to see an increase in
prevalence of childhood stunting in the country during the period 2015-16 to 2019-20. This is
extremely alarming and calls for serious introspection on not just the direct programmes in place
to address the problem of child malnutrition but also the overall model of economic growth that
the country has embarked upon. The World Health Organization calls stunting “a marker of
inequalities in human development”.

Over the last three decades, there have been phases where India has experienced high rates of
economic growth. But this period has also seen increasing inequality, greater informalisation of
the labour force, and reducing employment elasticities of growth. Some expansion in social
protection schemes and public programmes such as the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
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Employment Guarantee Scheme, the Public Distribution System, the Integrated Child
Development Scheme (ICDS), and school meals have contributed to reduction in absolute
poverty as well as previous improvements in nutrition indicators. However, there are continuous
attempts to weaken these mechanisms through underfunding and general neglect. For instance,
in a response to a parliamentary question in December 2019, the Minister for Women and Child
Development presented data which showed that only about 32.5% of the funds released for
Poshan Abhiyaan from 2017-18 onwards had been utilised.

The last few years particularly have been bad with slowdown in economic growth, stagnant rural
wages and highest levels of unemployment. This is also reflected, for instance, in the rising
number of reported starvation deaths from different parts of the country. Volunteers of the Right
to Food campaign have listed over 100 starvation deaths based on media and/or verified fact-
finding reports since 2015. While these data present a bleak picture as far as nutrition is
concerned, what is worrying is that the situation would be even worse now as a result of the
pandemic and lockdown-induced economic distress. Field surveys such as the recent ‘Hunger
Watch’ are already showing massive levels of food insecurity and decline in food consumption,
especially among the poor and vulnerable households. In the Hunger Watch survey carried out
in 11 States, two-thirds of the respondents reported that the nutritional quality and quantity of
their diets worsened in September-October compared to before the lockdown. All of this calls for
urgent action with commitment towards addressing the issue of malnutrition.

The NFHS-5 fact sheets, which also present data related to health, nutrition and other
socioeconomic indicators, show some positive trends as well. There are some improvements
seen in determinants of malnutrition such as access to sanitation, clean cooking fuels and
women’s status – a reduction in spousal violence and greater access of women to bank
accounts, for example. In these too, gaps remain and some States perform better than others.

What these overall poor nutritional outcomes therefore also show is that a piecemeal approach
addressing some aspects (that too inadequately) does not work. Direct interventions such as
supplementary nutrition (of good quality including eggs, fruits, etc.), growth monitoring, and
behaviour change communication through the ICDS and school meals must be strengthened
and given more resources. Universal maternity entitlements and child care services to enable
exclusive breastfeeding, appropriate infant and young child feeding as well as towards
recognising women’s unpaid work burdens have been on the agenda for long, but not much
progress has been made on these.

At the same time, the linkages between agriculture and nutrition both through what foods are
produced and available as well as what kinds of livelihoods are generated in farming are also
important. Overall, one of the main messages is that the basic determinants of malnutrition –
household food security, access to basic health services and equitable gender relations –
cannot be ignored any longer. An employment-centred growth strategy which includes universal
provision of basic services for education, health, food and social security is imperative. There
have been many indications in our country that business as usual is not sustainable anymore. It
is hoped that the experience of the pandemic as well as the results of NFHS-5 serve as a wake-
up call for serious rethinking of issues related to nutrition and accord these issues priority.

Dipa Sinha is faculty at School of Liberal Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi
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THE LONG ROAD TO FOOD SECURITY
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Poverty & Hunger and related issues

India’s malnutrition levels are almost twice the level of many African countries. The Global
Hunger Index 2020 report has given India the 94th rank among 107 countries, much behind
Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Nepal. As per a UN-FAO report, 194 million people go hungry every
day in India, comprising about 23% of the world’s undernourished population. This flies in the
face of the landmark Right to Food case, in which the Supreme Court declared Right to Food as
part of Article 21 of the Constitution, that is, the Right to Life.

It is a grim failure that 73 years after Independence, India continues to be gripped by a paradox
of plenty in the realm of food security. The country reached self-sufficiency in agricultural
production some time ago, and yet, mass hunger is rampant across States. India produces more
than the estimated amount required to feed the entire population (in 2018-19, India produced
283.37 million tons of food grains). The country ranks first in millets and second in rice and
wheat production in the world. India’s horticultural crops, such as fruits and vegetables, are also
in surplus (over 313 million tons in 2018-19).

The Hindu Explains | What explains India’s poor rank under the Global Hunger Index, and what
are the solutions?

However, according to data released by the Department of Consumer Affairs, almost 62,000
tons of food grains were damaged in Food Corporation of India warehouses between 2011 and
2017. In 2016-17 alone, over 8,600 tons of food grains were lost. A study conducted by the
Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations found that while there is a
proliferation of millions of ineligible and bogus ration cards, there are also, simultaneously, a
multitude of genuinely poor families that do not even possess ration cards. These data expose
the poor management of the food ecosystem in India.

To ensure India’s food security, a two-pronged policy is needed. Firstly, the government must
ensure remunerative prices for farm produce. For this, the Minimum Support Price (MSP) should
be made available to the maximum range of farm products. This will enhance the purchasing
power of farmers so that they can purchase essential food items. Secondly, it is crucial that India
improves the Public Distribution System and Public Procurement.

The situation could be further improved by revamping the Annapurna Yojana. Under this
scheme, ten kilograms of food grains are distributed per month free of cost to destitute persons
above 65 years of age, with no or meagre subsistence. The Centre has fixed the target of 20%
of the number of persons who are eligible for National Old Age Pension, but who are not
receiving such pension. It may be noted that as far as Kerala is concerned, social security
pension covers almost all the sections of people in the community. Thus, almost all eligible
people are excluded from the Annapurna Yojana. This problem demands immediate attention
and resolution.

Also read | COVID-19 induced food insecurity will lead to an increase in malnutrition, says
UNICEF official

Further, according to the Global Pulse Confederation, pulses are part of a healthy, balanced diet
and have been shown to have an important role in preventing illnesses such as cancer,
diabetes, and heart disease. The World Food Programme (WFP) includes 60 grams of pulses in
its typical food basket, alongside cereals, oils and sugar and salt. The Background Note for the
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Parliamentary Standing Committee on Food, Consumer Affairs and Public Distribution titled
Price Rise of Essential Commodities - Causes and Effects (2020), says, “With dietary shift in
favour of proteins, in an otherwise vegetarian society, the consumption of pulses is growing but
the production has not kept pace … However, production of pulses has increased during the last
two years which has resulted partly from continuous increase in MSP, increased procurement,
and creation of buffer stock of pulses.” Hence, this is an ideal time to include pulses too in our
Public Distribution System.

Rajmohan Unnithan is an MP and member of the Department Related Standing Committee on
Food, Consumer Affairs and Public Distribution
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NEW EVIDENCE ON CHILD NUTRITION CALLS FOR
RADICAL EXPANSION OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of Children - Schemes & their Performance,
Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

Leaving aside two or three countries like Niger and Yemen, India has the highest proportion of
underweight children in the world: a full 36 per cent according to the National Family Health
Survey 2015-16 (NFHS-4). The corresponding proportion is much lower in other South Asian
countries, including Bangladesh (22 per cent) and Nepal (27 per cent). If we focus on child
stunting (low height-for-age) instead of low weight-for-age, India’s rank improves a little, but it
still stands out as one of the most undernourished countries, in the company of a dozen other
countries such as Ethiopia, Congo and Afghanistan. These startling facts, based on the World
Bank’s World Development Indicators, are rarely discussed in India’s prolix democracy.

Early data from the National Family Health Survey 2019-20 (NFHS-5), released a few days ago
by the health minister, reveals another alarming fact: Child nutrition indicators have not improved
between 2015-16 and 2019-20. In fact, in seven out of 10 major states for which data has been
released, the proportion of underweight children increased in that period. In six of these 10
states, stunting increased.

The proportion of undernourished children in these 10 states combined (about half of India’s
population) can be estimated with reasonable precision as a population-weighted average of the
state-wise figures. This comes to 36 per cent for stunting and 34 per cent for underweight — the
same, in both cases, as the corresponding weighted-average for 2015-16, based on NFHS-4
data. This suggests that the progress of child nutrition in India, modest as it was earlier, has
come to a standstill.

The stagnation of stunting rates is particularly alarming. Height, unlike weight, is not affected by
short-term factors, so this is not a transient setback. Stunting in childhood is associated with
serious impairments later in life, including lower school achievements.

Note that the NFHS-5 data pertains to the situation just before the COVID-19 crisis. One year
later, chances are that child nutrition has deteriorated. Indeed, numerous household surveys
point to severe food insecurity across India in 2020. In the latest survey, Hunger Watch, two-
thirds of the respondents (adults from India’s poorest households) said that they were eating
less nutritious food today than before the lockdown — a chilling thought. It would be surprising if
this did not have an adverse impact on child growth.

For good measure, mid-day meals in schools and anganwadis were discontinued from the
lockdown onwards, to this day. Many states did try to make some arrangement for distribution of
cash or “take-home rations” in lieu of cooked meals, but these measures were mostly haphazard
and inadequate. Children have also suffered from the massive disruption of routine health
services — including immunisation — during the lockdown, evident from the official Health
Management Information System. Anganwadis, for their part, have been closed for nearly a year
in most of the country. The prolonged closure of anganwadis and schools possibly had other,
less well-documented consequences, such as an increase in child labour and child abuse. In
short, 2020 was an all-round catastrophe for Indian children.

All this calls for urgent intervention. The first step is to value child development, both for its own
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sake and for the future of the country. On this, the NDA government has much to answer for. In
its first annual Budget, for 2015-16, there were staggering cuts in financial allocations for mid-
day meals and the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) — way beyond what could
possibly be justified on the grounds that states were getting a higher share of the tax pool. The
cuts were partially reversed later in the year, but to this day, the central budget for mid-day
meals (Rs 11,000 crore) is lower than what it was in 2014-15 (Rs 13,000 crore). In real terms,
the central allocation for ICDS is also lower today than it was six years ago. Poshan Abhiyaan,
the NDA government’s flagship programme for child nutrition, has a minuscule budget of Rs
3,700 crore.

For several years, the NDA government also failed to respect pregnant women’s right to
maternity benefits — Rs 6,000 per child under the National Food Security Act 2013. When it
finally launched a scheme (Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana) for this purpose, in 2017,
the benefits were illegally restricted to one child per family and Rs 5,000 per child. In many
states, the NDA’s allies and associates also have a distinguished record of opposing or resisting
the inclusion of eggs in mid-day meals and take-home rations — one of the best things that can
be done without delay to improve child nutrition.

The forthcoming Budget, for 2021-22, is an opportunity to make up for some of these lapses. Ad
hoc measures will not do, we need bold and durable initiatives. Reviving and revamping mid-day
meals in schools and anganwadis would be a good start. Eggs are begging to be included as a
matter of national policy (not only in mid-day meals but also in take-home rations for young
children and pregnant women), with a fruit option or such for vegetarians. Extending maternity
entitlements to all births, not just the first living child, is a legal obligation under NFSA, and the
spirit of the Act also calls for raising their amount well above the outdated norm of Rs 6,000 per
child.

The ICDS programme also needs a shot in the arm. India has an invaluable network of 14 lakh
anganwadis managed by local women. Most of these anganwadi workers and helpers are
capable women who can work wonders with a supportive environment. The southern states, and
some other states like Himachal Pradesh and even Odisha, have amply demonstrated the
possibility of turning anganwadis into vibrant child development centres at the village level.
There is no better way of reaching out to the country’s young children.

These are just some examples of possible initiatives. None of this, however, is likely to happen
without some introspection about policy priorities. If India’s overwhelming goal is to become a $5
trillion economy within a few years, there is no reason to pay attention to children. But if it is
development in the full sense of the term, then child development is paramount.

This article first appeared in the print edition on December 17, 2020 under the title ‘Give
children weight’. The author is Visiting Professor at the Department of Economics,
Ranchi University
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DISCOURAGING NUMBERS: ON NATIONAL FAMILY
HEALTH SURVEY 2019-20

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

With a debilitating death toll and an economic recession, India has had among the worst effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic. There is anecdotal evidence that the pandemic and lockdown
measures have led to new complications related to food consumption and food security for
impoverished Indians. But an express indication of the possible scale of the crisis can be
gleaned from the data from the newly released National Family Health Survey 2019-20 which
was conducted before the pandemic and its impact. The partially released early data from
NFHS-5 for 22 States/Union Territories — data for U.P., M.P. Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan, Punjab,
Jharkhand and Odisha are not yet out — shows a disappointing record on metrics such as child
nutrition and adult anthropometric measurements, suggesting the exacerbation now of an
already fraught situation. NFHS-5 shows that four key metrics for the nutritional status of
children declined in 2019-20 compared to levels in 2015-16 (NFHS-4) in many of the surveyed
States. Gujarat, Maharashtra and West Bengal recorded an increase in the percentage of
anaemic and wasted (low weight for height) children compared to even the 2005-06 survey. In
the key indicator of childhood stunting, there has been an increase in 13 of the 22 States/UTs in
comparison to NFHS-4, with a noticeable improvement only in Bihar and Assam. Even here, the
reduction in stunting numbers is lower than the government’s targets. Bihar has shown a
promising decline of 5.4 % points in stunting, but still retains the highest percentage of stunted
children (42.9%) among big States.

On the flip side, NFHS-5 also flags improvements in other factors that contribute to malnutrition
and poor health outcomes — in access to sanitation and clean cooking fuels. In indicators
related to women’s well-being (with variance across States), spousal violence declined in 17 of
22 States/UTs, child marriage declined in 18, and access to bank accounts rose in all of them,
compared to NFHS-4. But the persistence of poor anthropometric measures related to hunger
and nutrition suggests that existing programmes to address them, such as POSHAN Abhiyaan,
will need a push and focus to meet targets such as the 2%-point decrease in childhood stunting
every year. More importantly, the complications arising out of the pandemic should make the
Centre and States refocus on welfare delivery as a concerted strategy to eradicate hunger and
extreme poverty. This is an imperative that would not just meet the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goal targets but will also ensure the well-being of citizens in a country that showed
significant promise in combining economic growth and general welfare in the last couple of
decades before encountering major reversals lately.
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‘ANY EXPLOITATION OF SENTINEL ISLAND WILL WIPE
OUT TRIBALS’

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of STs, SCs, and OBCs - Schemes & their
Performance, Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

Cut off:The Sentinelese live in complete isolation.  

Any exploitation of the North Sentinel Island of the Andamans for commercial and strategic gain
would spell the death knell for its occupants, the Sentinelese, a most secluded, particularly
vulnerable tribal group (PVTG) who reside in complete isolation on the island, the
Anthropological Survey of India (AnSI) has said.

In a policy document, which comes almost two years after American national John Allen Chau
was allegedly killed by the Sentinelese on the island, the AnSI says the “right of the people to
the island is non-negotiable”.

“These rights are unassailable, non-negotiable and uninfringeable. The prime duty of the state is
to protect these rights as eternal and sacrosanct. Therefore, their island should not be eyed for
any commercial or strategic gain, for if it were to happen, it surely would be a death knell for its
occupants,” the policy document said.

The Sentinelese, with a population of about 50 to 100 on the North Sentinel Island, are not only
among the most isolated of nearly 70 PVTGs across the country, but also among the five in the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands which include the Great Andamanese, the Onge, the Jarawa, and
the Shompens.

Along with maintaining the territorial integrity of the North Sentinel Island, the document also
calls for building a knowledge bank on the Sentinelese. Since ‘on-the-spot study’ is not possible
for the tribal community, anthropologists suggest the ‘study of a culture from distance’.

Speaking to The Hindu , M. Sasikumar, Deputy Director of AnSI and among the few
anthropologists who have circumnavigated and conducted an aeriel survey of the North Sentinel
Island as late as 2015, said this is first detailed policy draft for the Sentinelese island, prepared
at the request of the Andaman and Nicobar Administration.

“The Andaman administration had written to us to come up with a policy document. Then all of
us who have worked on the tribe sat together, held discussions and prepared the policy. We
have sent the policy to the Andaman administration for their consideration.” Mr. Sasikumar said.

The document calls for an insightful study of the ‘journal’ of John Allen Chau who spent a couple
of days on the island, encountered the Sentinelese from close proximity and registered his
observations. According to Mr. Sasikumar, Chau’s 13-page diary — parts of which are illegible
and has sketches of the settlements — is an extremely important anthropological document.
Chau had handed it over to the fisherman who transported him to the island in November 2018,
a day before he was killed.

“We don’t know what is happening in the island. During the British period M.V. Portman had
visited it, followed by few anthrolpologists of the AnSI after independence in 1967 and then it is
this American (Chau). These are the only occasions when outsiders have landed on the island.
The rest have been observing the inhabitants from a distance,” Mr. Sasikumar said.
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Goodwill missions

The anthropologist said that till the 1990s, there were goodwill missions whose contact was
limited to standing in shallow waters around the island at a distance and offering gifts to the
members of the tribe.

The policy document suggests that members of the goodwill missions should be interviewed for
what they remember seeing during their circumnavigations as also fishermen from Wandoor,
Manglutun, Chidiatapu, and others, about their visits to this island and any meeting with the
tribal community.

The AnSI has published the policy inputs in a paper titled ‘Draft of the Policies for Great
Andamanese and Sentinelese’ published in their journal, recently.

Along with Mr. Sasikumar, Vinay Kumar Srivastava, Director AnSI, anthropologist Umesh
Kumar, Shiv Kumar Patel and Priyanka Airi Goyal are co-authors of the document.

“Though both Sentinelese and Great Andamanese are classified as PVTG, the tribes live in two
completely different contact situation. While in the case of the Sentinelese their contact to the
outside world is almost nil, the Great Andamanese had decades of exposure to the world
outside their Island,” Mr. Sasikumar explains.
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NEW VIRUS STRAIN OUT OF CONTROL: U.K.
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

New worries:Protesters gathering for an anti-lockdown demonstration in central London on
Saturday.AFPTOLGA AKMEN  

British Health Secretary Matt Hancock said on Sunday that the government has imposed a strict
Christmas lockdown in London and southeast England because a new strain of the coronavirus
was “out of control”.

The World Health Organization is calling on its members in Europe to step up measures against
COVID-19.

Outside Britain, nine cases of the new strain have been reported in Denmark, as well as one
case in the Netherlands and another in Australia, according to the WHO. “Across Europe, where
transmission is intense and widespread, countries need to redouble their control and prevention
approaches,” a spokeswoman for WHO Europe said.

Mr. Hancock warned that the strict measures that affect almost a third of England’s population
could stay in place until the virus vaccine is fully rolled out.

“Unfortunately the new strain was out of control. We have got to get it under control,” he said.

Prime Minister Boris Johnson announced on Saturday that millions must cancel Christmas plans
and stay home because the new strain was spreading far more quickly.

Around 16.4 million people entered the strictest “tier four” measures from Sunday, or 31% of the
population. They are not allowed to hold family gatherings for Christmas, while in the rest of the
country households are allowed to mix on Christmas Day alone.

London’s Metropolitan Police said that it would take action against those who “make reckless
decisions that risk lives.”

Other U.K. regions have also tightened their anti-virus measures in response.

Wales introduced a strict lockdown from Sunday, while Scotland has banned travel to and from
other U.K. regions for Christmas. Both Scotland and Northern Ireland will enter fresh lockdowns
on December 26.

Mr. Hancock told Sky News that the situation was “deadly serious.” “It’s going to be very difficult
to keep it under control until we have the vaccine rolled out,” he said, adding: “This is what we
face over the next couple of months.”

The U.K. hopes to reach a figure of half a million vaccinations over the weekend, he said.

Scientists first discovered the new variant in a patient in September, Susan Hopkins of Public
Health England said.

She said that scientists in November found the new strain was behind a cluster of cases in Kent
and spreading into London and Essex and informed the government on December 11.
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70% more potent

Public Health England then again notified the government on Friday when modelling revealed
the full seriousness of the new strain, she said.

She confirmed the figure given by Mr. Johnson that the new virus strain could be 70% more
transmissible while saying this was an initial figure. “I think 70% looks like a good number to land
on at the moment,” she said.
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DURGA SHAKTI NAGPAL WRITES: A DYNAMIC
MONITORING SYSTEM IS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT
PUBLIC POLICY

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Public Policy Making

It is often said that without proper implementation, a policy is merely a well-intentioned
statement. And that the best policy will fail if not properly executed. My mother, a simple but
successful homemaker, agrees: “It’s not high philosophy — no preparation will ‘taste’ good if it is
not well executed.” Indeed, it is taken for granted that a policy, particularly a government policy
or social-development programme, is meant to be perfectly executed.

How is it then, as Fortune magazine notes, nine out of 10 organisations fail to implement their
well-thought-out plans? Why do most fail to realise that implementation is the key and end up
with sub-par results and uncompleted projects?

This enquiry and the associated challenges gain special focus in the context of the politically-
unanimous agenda for all-round growth. Most of us probably saw India in the recent past as a
land of excavations — public streets, internal roads, water and sewerage, flyovers and highways
lying, as if perpetually dug out, and projects remaining uncompleted were common. These
“ruins” of modern development result in a wastage of scarce public resources and hurt the
common man. They also hurt his trust and faith in the democratic system, as this
implementation-failure underlines the system’s inefficiency, unaccountable processes, corruption
and, above all, the lack of single-mindedness in the political leadership.

India has had mixed experiences post-Independence. The consolidated development chart will
appear rather skewed, with tall skyscrapers, commercial malls and landscaped environment on
the one hand, and vast areas surviving with mostly stagnant civic infrastructure, inaccessible
rural and hilly inhabitations, crumbling and non-functional education and healthcare institutions
on the other. Millions continue to live in abject poverty, deprived of basic amenities like a liveable
house, a private toilet, safe water, electricity and cooking gas, and an assured minimum income.
India desperately needs a quantum leap to achieve a just society.

What is causing this implementation deficit? Do we lack political commitment and support? The
processes of implementation are complex, particularly given the diverse demands on, and the
challenges faced by, the implementers.

What are the enabling and empowering conditions which can make the difference? It would
appear that India needs to work on the implementation and reforms processes in a wider
manner, with the primary aim of attaining fast-paced development and effective delivery of the
intended public benefits. This effort must also meet the demands of quality and public probity.

It would thus help to highlight certain important prerequisites, which can bring greater efficiency
to implementation processes. The first requirement, obviously, would be a capable implementing
machine — or what has been called the “perfect administration”, driven by passionate team
leaders. The prime rule of the game is: Brook no delay. The guiding urge should be not only to
swiftly resolve any bottlenecks and contradictions but also to complete the task before schedule.
Other critical determinants include: Unambiguous demarcation of responsibilities, particularly at
supervisory levels; frequent brainstorming sessions to anticipate and take formal note of likely
challenges, and agreeing upon solutions; ensuring and authorising a largely free hand with
matching resources, and the ability to make on-the-spot decisions. The evergreen strategy to
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make implementation a near-perfect process is to build in a vigilant monitoring and evaluation
mechanism, which is both firm and benign. A dynamic monitoring mechanism makes use of
technology, which today is being built into various flagship programmes initiated by the present
government.

In the interest of achieving wholesome implementation, it would be desirable to set up an
autonomous “Monitoring Trust” as an integral part of all important public policies and
programmes. The proposed Trust can comprise core technical, administrative and legal
members, along with stakeholders and social activists.

Engaging stakeholders and implementers, through various methodologies, is fast emerging as
an effective strategy — indeed it needs to be seen as a goal in itself. Sharing information and
progress through dashboards and other technology tools, inviting suggestions through IT portals
like MyGov democratise and enrich both policy formulation and execution. Also, generating
larger participation and a sense of ownership amongst stakeholders brings in beneficiary
acceptance, outreach to a greater number in the last mile, and ultimately, trust and happiness to
the people in general.

It would be an enriching experience for the readers to peruse the implementation account of a
rural electrification programme — Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana —covering
18,000-plus un-electrified villages, across several states and Union territories. The institutions
and methodologies developed in this case present an exemplary fusion between human
ingenuity and the miracles of the customised technology. The project master-crafted and
accomplished under the administrative guidance of A K Bhalla, the then secretary, Government
of India, Ministry of Power, sets unparalleled benchmarks in the country’s development journey.

The political leadership both at the national and the state level is the most crucial force behind
the success of the implementation machinery. This spirit and authority travel down to the local
leaders and managers. It does not miss anybody’s notice how the NDA’s team of motivated
ministers led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has helped evolve a world-class model to
implement a complex social development agenda. Such an endeavour in effective
implementation alone can converge with good governance, bold innovation, rewarding delivery
and the transformation of marginalised human lives.

This article first appeared in the print edition on December 21, 2020 under the title “The
road to getting things done”. The writer, an IAS officer, is Deputy Secretary, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry
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ASHOK GULATI, JONATHAN HEPBURN WRITE: WTO
RULEBOOK MUST EVOLVE TO SUPPORT FOOD
SECURITY, RURAL LIVELIHOODS IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Poverty & Hunger and related issues

There is widespread consensus that the World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules should be
updated so they better support food security, rural livelihoods and improved functioning of
markets for food and agriculture. But while an ambitious reform of the rulebook will require new
approaches and sustained engagement of member countries, progress on some topics can also
be achieved in the short term.

One issue of particular concern to India is the question of whether the current farm subsidy rules
provide enough room for developing countries to buy food at government-set minimum support
prices as part of their public stockholding programmes. The WTO’s 2013 Bali ministerial
decision confirmed that members would not initiate legal disputes on this question, in exchange
for improved data and transparency on how the schemes operated and additional safeguards.
Ministers also agreed to negotiate a permanent solution in this area.

But talks on this issue have not moved fast, as many WTO members see it closely linked to the
broader question of how to improve farm subsidy rules. There is a growing tendency among
many countries to pursue improved market access and closer economic integration through
bilateral and regional talks, rather than at the WTO. More recently, the Donald Trump
administration’s decision to veto new appointments to the WTO’s appellate body has paralysed
its dispute settlement function, leaving many to question the future of the rules-based multilateral
trading system.

However, India’s farm subsidy notification in March this year to the WTO’s committee on
agriculture brought the topic of procurement under public stockholding programmes back to the
attention of trade officials. This submission indicated that India had breached its agreed ceiling
on product-specific support to rice during marketing year 2018-19. The ceiling is set at 10 per
cent of the value of production under the de minimis provisions of the global trade body’s
Agreement on Agriculture.

Market price support levels are calculated by taking the gap between applied administered
prices and an external reference price or ERP, set at 1986-88 levels, and multiplying this by the
volume of eligible production. The government reported the administered price of rice was
$375.41/tonne, while the ERP was $ 262.51/tonne, and the volume of eligible production was
44. 33 million tonnes — meaning that the total market price support equalled just over $5 billion.

Government figures also indicate that India’s wheat support was close to breaching product-
specific support ceilings, with administered prices at $263.15/tonne and an ERP of $264/tonne
in 2018-19.

The Bali agreement means the breach of rice de minimis may not be challenged by other WTO
members. Nevertheless, it does underscore the importance of finding a “permanent solution” to
this and other trade and food security questions.

Although members’ views in this area continue to diverge significantly, WTO members could
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usefully consider whether the fixed ERP of 1986-88 is still a relevant benchmark, especially in
the wake of the global price hikes of 2007-08 and 2010-11. Since then, global prices have
moved to a higher platform. Negotiators could consider updating the reference prices to average
2014-16 or 2016-18 levels or using a rolling average instead — perhaps flattening out volatility
by excluding the highest and lowest years from a five-year period. Another option could be to
exempt support from counting towards maximum limits when administered prices are set below
international market price levels. Members could also discount support consumed by
subsistence farmers themselves from the calculation of the volume of eligible production – or
exempting procurement that only equates to a small share of domestic output.

Strikingly, India’s support, in fact, turns out to be negative for the years since 2000-01, if
domestic market prices are compared with international market prices using the Producer
Support Estimate methodology applied by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). This is the case even after accounting for input subsidies, which
represent a significant share of India’s non-product-specific support using the WTO system for
calculating farm support.

Efforts to revitalise negotiations on farm subsidies and to resolve the issue of public food
stockholding could be part of a comprehensive reset of global farm trade talks. This, in turn,
could help support incomes and livelihoods, and spur economic recovery from the COVID-19
shock. Doing so would require WTO members to agree on a shared framework for action on
farm subsidy reform and other outstanding issues on the global trade agenda — setting a clear
direction and a timeframe for reaching a rational conclusion.

For this to happen, political leadership is needed to help rebuild trust among countries on trade
and food security after the disruption caused by US-China trade tensions, and the inconclusive
outcome of the WTO’s 2018 ministerial conference in Buenos Aires.

Reassuringly, even during the COVID-19 pandemic, G-20 countries (including India) reaffirmed
the importance of continued flow of food and other products across borders. This minimised
disruptions in food supply chains.

G-20 ministers also reaffirmed their commitment not to impose export restrictions or
extraordinary taxes on food purchased for humanitarian purposes by the UN’s World Food
Programme (WFP) —a clear signal that food security concerns are above trade priorities when
people’s lives are at stake. The December meeting of the General Council that is mulling over
WFP food aid issues offers India (with G-20) an opportunity to demonstrate its commitment to
WFP food aid and help rebuild confidence in WTO’s ability to contribute meaningfully toward
faster post-COVID recovery.

An agreement in this area would be worthwhile because of the lives it saves in emergencies. But
it could also lay the groundwork for long-overdue progress on the wider trade and food security
agenda at the WTO. If global rules on trade are to support food security and rural livelihoods in
India and around the world, the government’s leadership and engagement today will be
essential.

This article first appeared in the print edition on December 21, 2020 under the title “The
food security bargain”. Gulati is Infosys Chair Professor for Agriculture at ICRIER, and
Hepburn is a senior policy advisor at the International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD) in Geneva.
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LOSING THE PLOT ON WOMEN’S SAFETY
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of Women - Schemes & their Performance,

Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

Most governments, when faced with the question of improving women’s safety, inevitably turn to
enacting new laws rather than ensuring a more effective legal system. The Maha Vikas Aghadi
government in Maharashtra seems no different, however well-meaning it may be.

The Maharashtra Shakti Criminal Law (Maharashtra Amendment) Bill, 2020, and the
accompanying Special Courts and Machinery for Implementation of Maharashtra Shakti Criminal
Law follow the same cliché of harsher punishment, more authorities, and wider definitions. The
Bills’ content reflects the absence of a larger consultative process and lack of understanding of
existing criminal laws.

For any criminal justice system to be effective, fair and just laws, a robust investigative
mechanism, a dynamic judiciary and adequate infrastructure are indispensable. The criminal law
amendments post the Nirbhaya case and the recommendations of the Verma Committee
brought in several progressive amendments to curb violence against women and children. What
is currently lacking is the infrastructure required for effective implementation. The Maharashtra
government should hence focus on improving infrastructure, rather than bringing in harsher and
unreasonable provisions in the guise of securing women’s safety. Contrary to the government’s
stated intention of curbing violence against women, the Bills are draconian and threaten the lives
of sexual assault victims.

The Bill proposes punishment in cases of false complaints and acts of providing false
information regarding sexual and other offences against women with the intention to humiliate,
extort and defame. The only other law which has a similar provision is the Sexual Harassment of
Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal Act), 2013. The provision only
points to the patriarchal conception that women are manipulative liars and unworthy of being
trusted. Even as most laws are indeed susceptible to misuse by individuals and authorities, no
other legislation has such a provision.

Offences against women often occur behind closed doors or at desolate places, making finding
eyewitnesses difficult. Investigation and prosecution are often shabby and negligent. This results
in unfair acquittals, and the victims, in turn, may be accused of having filed false complaints. A
provision for punishing false complaints would result in counter cases being filed against victims,
and may thus dissuade many victims of sexual assault and acid attacks from filing complaints,
thereby muffling women’s voices. In a country where courts have directed women to marry their
abuser, the possibility of a counter case would only make it more difficult for a woman to say
‘No’ to such a proposition.

The other aspect of the Bill is the introduction of the death penalty for rape, acid attacks, and for
rape of a minor. The amendment to the relevant sections adds that in cases where “the
characteristic of the offence is heinous in nature and where adequate conclusive evidence is
there and the circumstances warrant exemplary punishment”, the offence shall be punishable
with death. However, it does not define what cases would qualify as being “heinous in nature”,
thus leaving it open to the interpretation of courts. To date, courts have held cases of varying
standards to be “heinous” and there is no uniform benchmark to identify what circumstances
make an offence “heinous”. Further, the death penalty has been in the statute books for a long
time, but there is no evidence affirming its potency as a deterrent in preventing crimes. It is time
legislators realise that death penalty is not the absolute answer to the issue of rape — only the
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certainty that there will be effective investigation, trial, and therefore punishment, can act as an
effective deterrent. Contrary to the State’s understanding, the death penalty will only mean that
an accused may not stop at just rape and may murder the victim to get rid of the only witness, as
the punishment for both will be the same. Importantly, studies have shown that often, the
accused in sexual assault crimes are relatives or persons known to the victims. If the
punishment for the crime is death, then not only the family of the victim, but the victim herself
may choose not to report the crime or may turn hostile during the trial. Research has also
indicated that judges are unlikely to convict a person when the punishment is death.

Another provision stipulating that investigation should be completed within 15 days, the trial in
30 days and the appeal in 45 days, even if well-intentioned, will only result in improper
investigation and trial. This timeline is glaringly insufficient for gathering all evidence or
conducting a just trial and would result in hasty functioning and miscarriage of justice. Similar
existing mechanisms for speedy and effective investigation and trial under the Juvenile Justice
Act and the POCSO Act are rarely adhered to as neither the police nor the courts have the
infrastructure to comply with these timeframes. Further, the Bill does not state what happens if
the investigation, trial, or appeal is not completed within the prescribed time. In the current
system, police officers are saddled with a large number of cases at the same time. There are not
enough prosecutors at trial courts and in high courts; most of them are assigned three-four
courts at a time and they prosecute hundreds of cases simultaneously. Unless these systemic
problems are solved, new laws will only be a facade.

Lastly, the proposed amendments seem to have been recommended without considering
similar, already-existing provisions in the criminal laws. For instance, the Bill seeks to introduce
Section 354E (Harassment of Women by any mode of communication) into the IPC, aiming to
punish intimidation of women through social media and electronic platforms. Similar provisions
exist under the IPC and the Information Technology Act, 2000, which comprehensively cover all
the offences mentioned under the new section. Similarly, the provision to punish public servants
for failing to assist in investigation or perform their assigned duties is also sufficiently covered
under the IPC, in terms of contravention of law or disobedience of orders and duties. Hence, in
effect, these proposed amendments are of little significance. It would be more pragmatic if the
government focused on improving the implementation of existing laws and infrastructure.

The Bill was opposed by several women’s rights organisations and lawyers from Maharashtra,
which seems to have led the State government to refer it to a joint select committee. This is a
welcome move and it would be in the interest of women, and justice itself, if the committee has a
larger consultative process, engages with stakeholders and experts to understand the existing
criminal laws, and reconsiders passing this regressive legislation.

Veena Gowda and Vijay Hiremath are lawyers practising in Mumbai
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THE IMPUNITY OF MARITAL RAPE
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of Women - Schemes & their Performance,

Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

Written by Anirudh Pratap Singh

“When a stranger does it, he doesn’t know me, I don’t know him. He’s not doing it to me as a
person, personally. With your husband, it becomes personal. You say, this man knows me. He
knows my feelings. He knows me intimately and then to do this to me – it’s such a personal
abuse.”

‘License To Rape: Sexual Abuse Of Wives’ by D Finkelhor and K Yllo (1987) Criminal Justice
Policy Review

Domestic violence in India is an entrenched problem, and it has only been exacerbated in the
recent years. About 70 per cent of women in India are victims of domestic violence. National
Crime Records Bureau’s (NCRB) ‘Crime in India’ 2019 report was worrisome but not startling.
As per the report, in India, a woman is raped every 16 minutes, and every four minutes, she
experiences cruelty at the hands of her in-laws. An analysis of National Family Health Survey
(NFHS) 2015-16 data indicates that an estimated 99.1 per cent of sexual violence cases go
unreported and that the average Indian woman is 17 times more likely to face sexual violence
from her husband than from others. In spite of the recent amendments in the criminal law,
various laws meant to protect women from domestic violence and sexual assault have largely
remained ineffective. But what happens when laws provide a safeguard to the culprits and
endanger the victims?

The aforementioned paradox is not mere fiction but exists as a reality in the Indian Penal Code.
One of the most horrifying and repressive issues with the Indian legal regime is that marital rape
is perfectly legal. Marital rape, the act of forcing your spouse into having sex without proper
consent, is an unjust yet not uncommon way to degrade and disempower women. Today, it has
been impeached in more than 100 countries but, unfortunately, India is one of the only 36
countries where marital rape is still not criminalized. In 2013, the UN Committee on Elimination
of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) recommended that the Indian government should
criminalize marital rape. The JS Verma committee set up in the aftermath of nationwide protests
over the December 16, 2012 gang rape case had also recommended the same.

Despite that, rape laws in our country continue with the patriarchal outlook of considering
women to be the property of men post marriage, with no autonomy or agency over their bodies.
They deny married women equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Indian constitution.
Lawmakers fail to understand that a marriage should not be viewed as a licence for a husband
to forcibly rape his wife with impunity. A married woman has the same right to control her own
body as does an unmarried woman.

The concept of marital rape in India is the epitome of what we call an “implied consent”.
Marriage between a man and a woman here implies that both have consented to sexual
intercourse and it cannot be otherwise. The Indian Penal Code, 1860, also communicates the
same. Section 375 defines the offence of rape with the help of six descriptions. One of the
exceptions to this offence is “Sexual intercourse or sexual acts by a man with his own wife, the
wife not being under 15 years of age, is not rape”. However, the United Nations Declaration on
the Elimination of Violence against Women defines violence against women as “any act of
gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual, or mental harm or
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suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty,
whether occurring in public or private life.” Section 375 (Exception) of Indian Penal Code is
inconsistent with and violative of these principles and Article 1 of CEDAW. Further, the Supreme
Court has included sanctity of women, and freedom to make choices related to sexual activity
under the ambit of Article 21. Therefore, this exception clause is violative of Article 14 and Article
21 of the Indian Constitution, since it is arbitrary and violates the Right to Life of married women.

Essentially, Section 375 (Exception) creates a classification not only between consent given by
a married and unmarried woman, but also between married females below 15 years of age and
over 15 years old. Such a classification does not pass the test of “intelligible differentia” and is,
therefore, prima facie in contravention to the Right to Equality enshrined under Article 14. In
2017, a PIL was filed by Independent Thought, an NGO, challenging this unintelligible
classification and claiming that married women over 15 years of age should also be afforded this
protection. The Supreme Court concurred with these averments to some extent and extended
the age limit in Section 375 from 15 years to 18 years.

The above judgment was only a small step towards striking down the legalisation of marital rape.
It is high time that the legislature should take cognisance of this legal infirmity and bring marital
rape within the purview of rape laws by eliminating Section 375 (Exception) of IPC. By removing
this law, women will be safer from abusive spouses, can receive the help needed to recover
from marital rape and can save themselves from domestic violence and sexual abuse. Indian
women deserve to be treated equally, and an individual’s human rights do not deserve to be
ignored by anyone, including by their spouse.

Rape is rape, irrespective of the identity of the perpetrator, and age of the survivor. A woman
who is raped by a stranger, lives with a memory of a horrible attack; a woman who is raped by
her husband lives with her rapist. Our penal laws, handed down from the British, have by and
large remained untouched even after 73 years of independence. But English laws have been
amended and marital rape was criminalised way back in 1991. No Indian government has,
however, so far shown an active interest in remedying this problem.

The writer is a law graduate

 The Indian Express is now on Telegram. Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress)
and stay updated with the latest headlines
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YEAR END REVIEW 2020- (DEPARTMENT OF
CONSUMER AFFAIRS) MINISTRY OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, FOOD & PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Government policies & interventions for development in various
Sectors and issues arising out of their design & implementation incl. Housing

The major highlights of the Department of Consumer Affairs during the year 2020 are as follows:

I.          CONSUMER PROTECTION

· With the notification of rules, the Central Consumer Protection Authority (CCPA) to regulate
matters relating to violation of rights of consumers, unfair trade practices and false or misleading
advertisements and to promote, protect and enforce the rights of consumers as a class has
become functional.

 

II.        COVID 19 RELATED INITIATIVES

            Under the Essential Commodities Act

Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana

 

Atma Nirbhar Bharat package

III.           EASE OF DOING BUSINESS

 

IV.       PRICE STABILIZATION FUND (PSF)

 

V.        BUREAU OF INDIAN STANDARDS (BIS)

VI.       Media activities

 

VII.     National Test House

 

****  

APS/MS

The major highlights of the Department of Consumer Affairs during the year 2020 are as follows:
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HOW HUNGER CAME BACK TO HAUNT INDIA
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Poverty & Hunger and related issues

In the health and nutrition community, the results of the National Family Health Survey (NFHS)
are always eagerly awaited. In mid-December, the government released results from 2019-20
for 10 major states, and in many ways, the picture that emerges is not so encouraging. Why, in
spite of healthy economic growth, do we see so little progress on these indicators?

This piece argues that stagnant public spending on women and children lies at the heart of the
problem. And the problem is exacerbated by misplaced spending priorities of even those
meagre resources (corporate funding might enhance availability of resources, but what is that
money spent on?) and hurdles in the flow of funds and paperwork in accessing budgets.

The NFHS is a source of valuable information on a variety of indicators of people’s well
being—from health and nutrition indicators to the experience of domestic violence and the reach
of essential public services. Between NFHS-2 (1998-99) and NHFS-3 (2005-06), key indicators
on children nutrition (proportion who are underweight and stunted) did not show much
improvement. Facing flak for those results, the reaction of the then UPA-2 government was to
scuttle the next round of the survey. Owing to continuing pressure, NFHS-4 was finally
conducted in 2015-16. For 10 years, on key indicators related to people’s well being, India did
not have any reliable and nationally representative surveys.

The results of NFHS-4 showed substantial improvement. Using the Multi-dimensional poverty
index (MPI), the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative found that poverty had
halved between NFHS-3 and NFHS-4. This was likely the result of the grudging commitment, in
part due to public pressure, to women and children’s programmes during the UPA years (2004-
2014).

Unfortunately, the partial results from the latest round of the NFHS-5 (2019-20) suggest that the
steady improvement seen in the previous decade may not have been sustained. As before,
while living standards show an improvement, as far as key outcome indicators such as child
nutrition, anaemia and mortality are concerned, the results are sobering.

Data for states where undernutrition was concentrated such as Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan have not yet been released. An overall assessment will have to wait, but the
accompanying graphic, which juxtaposes Bihar with Gujarat, provides a glimpse of where we
are.

Out of the 127 indicators where the outcomes can be classified as better or worse, Gujarat fared
better than Bihar on 81. For instance, public health services are better in Gujarat: three out of
four women received four ante-natal check-ups, near-universal institutional deliveries and lower
mortality rates.

Yet, on key outcome indicators—the proportion of stunted or anaemic children, full immunization
rates, women with low body mass index and so on—Gujarat and Bihar are indistinguishable. On
some indicators of women’s status, Bihar does better: more women in Bihar enjoy property
rights, use a mobile phone themselves, etc. Ditto with the proportion of anaemic children under-
five children—the next generation—which is an indication of things to come.

Bihar has long had among the worst development indicators. This comparison between Bihar
and Gujarat shows that whatever else it might be a model state for, Gujarat is not a model for
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well-being among women and children.

Heart of the problem

Low public spending is certainly part of the problem. Take two important schemes for women
and children: The Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Scheme and the Pradhan
Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana (PMMVY). Both are part of the National Food Security Act 2013
and have suffered from neglect in different ways in the past six years.

The PMMVY is a cash transfer to pregnant and lactating women. It is supposed to be the
equivalent of the Maternity Benefits Act for women in the unorganized sector. Until 2017, a pre-
existing scheme, Indira Gandhi Matru Sahayog Yojana, running in 50-odd districts continued as
before. PMMVY was instituted in 2017 in diluted form. One, it restricted the cash benefit to the
first child and two, instead of 6,000, women get only 5,000.

Remember, women in the organized sector are entitled to six months wage compensation as
maternity benefits, whereas, for women in the unorganized sector, the law provides a fixed
amount. It is pegged neither to the minimum wage, nor is it indexed to inflation. The allocations
made since 2017 are one-fifth of what is required to achieve universal coverage, as required by
the law. Moreover, findings from our survey in six states indicate that the paperwork is so
cumbersome that many do not get their benefits.

Similarly, the central government’s allocation for the ICDS scheme has stagnated in the past six
years in nominal terms. As a percentage of GDP, it declined marginally (0.15% to 0.10%) in this
period. The overall expenditure is higher because the 14th Finance Commission increased the
state’s contribution to programmes such as ICDS. We know that the devolution of more funds
has gone badly (for example, the current dispute between the Centre and the states over the
GST compensation funds). Thus, while states’ obligation has increased, their funds have dried
up.

What we spend on

Another worrying development is the potential capture of the meagre social spending by
corporates and philanthrocapitalists. This is best illustrated by the central government’s flagship
nutrition programme called “Prime Minister’s Overarching Scheme for Holistic Nutrition" (Poshan
Abhiyan), which was launched in March 2018.

In theory, the Poshan Abhiyan includes some useful interventions, such as public awareness,
education, and behavioural change. There is no doubt that we need to do much more about
nutrition education. Poshan Abhiyan could help achieve this. For instance, six months of
exclusive breastfeeding is strongly recommended for optimal growth, development, and health.
It is something for which the government can only educate and encourage behavioural change.

Yet, between 2015-16 and 2019-20, only one of the ten major states has made significant
progress: In Maharashtra, it increased from 57% to 71%, the highest among the 10 major states
for which NFHS-5 data is available. In others, between half and two-thirds of children were
exclusively breastfed for six months.

On the ground, Poshan Abhiyan is primarily about giving smartphones to anganwadi workers
with ICDS-CAS (Common Application Software) installed on them. Have these smartphones
helped or hindered their work? Has it facilitated more reliable real-time monitoring?

For instance, on its launch in Gujarat, ICDS-CAS made it to the front page of a Gujarati

https://niti.gov.in/poshan-abhiyaan
https://niti.gov.in/poshan-abhiyaan
https://pib.gov.in/Pressreleaseshare.aspx?PRID=1536456
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newspaper: The chief minister tried calling a handful of phone numbers, and none of them
answered on the first attempt. Anganwadi workers were projected as being negligent in their
duties. No one bothered to find out if they had not answered because they were busy with their
duties, or due to phone malfunction, or if they were indeed snoozing, as implied.

Some ground reports suggest that, for months, the app has not been used because of server
and internet issues. Centralized software design means that it does not serve the needs of all
states. We don’t know much about the usefulness of the intervention.

Since 2011, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) has funded an IFPRI project
acronymed Poshan: “Partnerships and Opportunities to Strengthen and Harmonize Actions for
Nutrition" (odd coincidence about the shared acronym for the government’s programme and the
IFPRI-BMGF project). The project page states that “prominent studies we are undertaking
include an evaluation of ICDS-CAS in Madhya Pradesh and Bihar." However, their publications
seem to rely, quite sensibly, on NFHS data far more than they do on real-time data from ICDS-
CAS. The latter are barely used, if at all.

What is clear is that the nutrition agenda is increasingly driven by international agencies such as
BMGF, UNICEF, IFPRI and others. UNICEF now raises funding from corporates and
philanthrocapitalists. In India, it partners with Johnson and Johnson, Unilever, Louis Vuitton, CII
and Nasscom, among others. While corporates might enhance fund availability, they also use it
to further their own agendas.

In fact, Unicef’s Impact4Nutrition platform openly invites private sector participation in the
Poshan Abhiyan because “good nutrition is good for business". Among the “direct gains for
companies" listed there are recognition as “nutrition champion", “enhanced relations with
government" and “economic growth".

What was earlier shunned as conflict of interest has today reinvented itself as a “win-win"
formula. There is evidence of this in the Poshan Abhiyan too. More than 70% of its budget was
spent on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) enabled real-time monitoring
through the ICDS-CAS software developed in collaboration with BMGF.

In December 2017, 9,000 crore was allocated for the ICDS-CAS, half from the Indian
government and the other half as a World Bank loan. This could have been spent on
interventions whose health and nutrition benefits are well established: Giving nutritious food to
children, hiring more ICDS staff (vacancies range from 6-8% at the anganwadi to 25% among
child development project officers), paying better salaries or providing cash support to pregnant
and lactating women.

Instead, it has been spent on interventions whose benefits are unclear: smartphones, software,
and organizing large conferences during “Poshan maah" in cities for “behavioural change".
9,000 crore could buy 150 eggs a year for the 100 million children enrolled in anganwadis.

How to use funds

Not all government spending is channelled to questionable ends, of course. Cash transfers to
women under PMMVY are deeply appreciated by them and can provide relief at a time of
immense financial difficulties (e.g., especially for those women who experience complications
during their pregnancy or delivery). Similarly, the ICDS budget pays the salaries of anganwadi
workers or, in many states, for the provision of eggs and other nutritious food to children.

The flow of funds, however, is not smooth and leads to grievous delays and disruptions in these

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/how-dearth-of-data-killed-a-healthy-diet/article33253449.ece
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/Quick-Links/Grants-Database/Grants/2016/10/OPP1150189
https://www.unicef.org/india/our-partners/private-sector-partnerships
https://impact4nutrition.in/
https://www.cprindia.org/system/tdf/policy-briefs/PA-NMM-2020-21.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=8428&force=1
https://www.cprindia.org/system/tdf/policy-briefs/PA-NMM-2020-21.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=8428&force=1
https://www.cprindia.org/system/tdf/policy-briefs/PA-NMM-2020-21.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=8428&force=1
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/karnataka/state-to-start-icds-common-application-software-from-december/article29802377.ece
https://accountabilityindia.in/publication/integrated-child-development-services-pre-budget/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/pm-modi-announces-hike-in-incentives-of-asha-anganwadi-workers/articleshow/65770983.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/pm-modi-announces-hike-in-incentives-of-asha-anganwadi-workers/articleshow/65770983.cms
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essential services. Take, for instance, anganwadi workers and helpers. This team of two helps
little children get used to sitting, eating by themselves, and being without their mothers for a few
hours. In an increasing number of states, they engage them in learning-by-playing activities such
as rhymes, art and craft, counting, etc. The salaries of the workers tend to be low, and worse,
they are often not paid on time.

Over the past few months, anganwadi workers and helpers, along with ASHAs, have been
agitating in different states for better and timely pay. A disruption in the flow of funds also means
that cash for buying the food supplies (such as daal, oil, eggs, etc.) may be unavailable.
Instances of anganwadi workers advancing money to ensure regular food to children are not
unheard of.

Both the Centre and the states are responsible for these issues. The bottom line is that a poorly
and irregularly paid workforce can hardly be expected to function effectively.

Need for urgent action

Starting in the mother’s womb, the first 1,000 days of a child’s life provide a window of
opportunity to improve their nutrition and health outcomes. Those are closely linked to better
education, earnings, and health outcomes in later life. The PMMVY and ICDS are crucial
interventions at this stage. On top of the general neglect of these programmes, for most of 2020,
anganwadis have remained closed.

The recently released NFHS-5 data pre-dates the disruption caused by the pandemic. This
affected a range of time-sensitive services delivered by anganwadis: Registration of
pregnancies, immunization, nutrition, cash benefits to pregnant women. Each day of delay in
reopening anganwadis means that someone is skipping the registration of her pregnancy or
vaccination or a referral.

Getting ICDS services running immediately should be top priority, along with a resumption in
school meals. It is a telling comment on our priorities that even as malls and cinema halls have
reopened, we barely hear a murmur about reviving anganwadis.

Reetika Khera is an associate professor (economics) at IIT Delhi.
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YEAR END REVIEW: DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY & DAIRYING

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Government policies & interventions for development in various
Sectors and issues arising out of their design & implementation incl. Housing

(1) ANIMAL HUSBANDRY INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT FUND (AHIDF)

The Prime Minister has announced for setting up of Rs. 15000 crore Animal Husbandry
Infrastructure Development Fund under AtmaNirbhar Bharat Abhiyan stimulus package.
AHIDF has been approved for incentivizing investments by individual entrepreneurs, private
companies, MSME, Farmers Producers Organization (FPOs) and Section 8 companies to
establish (i) the dairy processing and value addition infrastructure, (ii) meat processing and
value addition infrastructure and (iii) Animal Feed Plant. Interest subvention is provided @ 3%
to all eligible entities. So far, Rs 150 Cr. project loan has been sanctioned by Banks under
AHIDF.Eligible entities can apply for loan online at https://ahidf.udyamimitra.in.

(2) NATIONWIDE ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION PROGRAMME (NAIP) Ph. II

Nationwide Artificial Insemination Programme for 20,000 bovines per district for 600 districts in
the country was recently launched by the Government in September, 2019 which is one of the
largest such programmes with 100% central assistance for undertaking breed improvement.
Under “Nationwide Artificial Insemination Programme” Phase I, 76 lakh bovines have been
covered, 90 lakh AIs performed and more than 32 lakh farmers have been benefitted. The
NAIP Phase-II has been initiated from 1st August 2020 in 604 districts (50,000 animals per
district). So far, under NAIP Phase-II, 2.64 lakh AIs performed and 1.73 lakh farmers have
been benefited.

(3) INTEREST SUBVENTION ON WORKING CAPITAL LOANS FOR DAIRY SECTOR

Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying has introduced a new component “interest
subvention on Working capital loans for Dairy sector” as one of the component under its
scheme “Supporting Dairy Cooperatives and Farmer Producer organizations engaged in dairy
activities” (SDC&FPO). Under the interest subvention component of SDCFPO scheme so far
Rs 100.85Cr has been approved as interest subvention amount against eligible total working
capital loan amount of Rs 8031.23 Cr for milk unions as on 16.10.2020.

(4) KISAN CREDIT CARD (KCC) FOR ANIMAL HUSBANDRY& DAIRYING FARMERS

A Special drive has been undertaken to provide concessional credit to PM-KISAN
beneficiaries through Kisan Credit Cards. Animal Husbandry & Dairying farmers have been
included in this drive. This will enable such farmers to gain access to institutional credit at
concessional interest rate. 2.5 crore farmers will be covered and will benefit from credit flow of
about Rs 2 lakh crores. Till date 51.23 lakh applications of Dairy farmers have been collected
by Milk Unions and 41.40 lakh applications forwarded to the Banks.

******

APS/MG
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The Prime Minister has announced for setting up of Rs. 15000 crore Animal Husbandry
Infrastructure Development Fund under AtmaNirbhar Bharat Abhiyan stimulus package.
AHIDF has been approved for incentivizing investments by individual entrepreneurs, private
companies, MSME, Farmers Producers Organization (FPOs) and Section 8 companies to
establish (i) the dairy processing and value addition infrastructure, (ii) meat processing and
value addition infrastructure and (iii) Animal Feed Plant. Interest subvention is provided @ 3%
to all eligible entities. So far, Rs 150 Cr. project loan has been sanctioned by Banks under
AHIDF.Eligible entities can apply for loan online at https://ahidf.udyamimitra.in.

(2) NATIONWIDE ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION PROGRAMME (NAIP) Ph. II

Nationwide Artificial Insemination Programme for 20,000 bovines per district for 600 districts in
the country was recently launched by the Government in September, 2019 which is one of the
largest such programmes with 100% central assistance for undertaking breed improvement.
Under “Nationwide Artificial Insemination Programme” Phase I, 76 lakh bovines have been
covered, 90 lakh AIs performed and more than 32 lakh farmers have been benefitted. The
NAIP Phase-II has been initiated from 1st August 2020 in 604 districts (50,000 animals per
district). So far, under NAIP Phase-II, 2.64 lakh AIs performed and 1.73 lakh farmers have
been benefited.

(3) INTEREST SUBVENTION ON WORKING CAPITAL LOANS FOR DAIRY SECTOR

Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairying has introduced a new component “interest
subvention on Working capital loans for Dairy sector” as one of the component under its
scheme “Supporting Dairy Cooperatives and Farmer Producer organizations engaged in dairy
activities” (SDC&FPO). Under the interest subvention component of SDCFPO scheme so far
Rs 100.85Cr has been approved as interest subvention amount against eligible total working
capital loan amount of Rs 8031.23 Cr for milk unions as on 16.10.2020.

(4) KISAN CREDIT CARD (KCC) FOR ANIMAL HUSBANDRY& DAIRYING FARMERS

A Special drive has been undertaken to provide concessional credit to PM-KISAN
beneficiaries through Kisan Credit Cards. Animal Husbandry & Dairying farmers have been
included in this drive. This will enable such farmers to gain access to institutional credit at
concessional interest rate. 2.5 crore farmers will be covered and will benefit from credit flow of
about Rs 2 lakh crores. Till date 51.23 lakh applications of Dairy farmers have been collected
by Milk Unions and 41.40 lakh applications forwarded to the Banks.
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EXPLAINED: WHAT IS SHIGELLA INFECTION?
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

Shigella bacteria | File   | Photo Credit: https://www.cdc.gov/

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Last week, an 11-year-old boy died in Kozhikode, Kerala due to a Shigella infection. The State
Health Department said that six people had been confirmed as havinh the infection and over 30
people had been treated as suspected cases. The Department of Community Medicine,
Government Medical College Hospital, Kozhikode, has begun an investigation into the outbreak.

Shigella is a genus of bacteria that causes an infection called shigellosis. It is the second leading
cause of bacterial diarrhea worldwide and the third leading cause of death in children less than 5
years old.

Dr. Balaji Veeraraghavan, Principal investigator at the ICMR surveillance centre for Shigella and
Professor with the Department of Clinical Microbiology, Christian Medical College, Vellore
explained the infection in an email interview with The Hindu.

The annual number of shigellosis episodes throughout the world is estimated to be 164.7 million.
About 69% of all episodes and 61% of all deaths are attributable to shigellosis involving children
less than 5 years of age.

A multicentric study from six Asian countries(Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Nepal, Bhutan,
and Myanma) estimated Shigella as the causative agent in 5% of the diarrhoeal cases. Among
children less than 5 years of age, the incidence was 13 new cases per 1,000 children per year.

Reports of shigellosis from various parts of India have shown an overall isolation rate varying
from 3-6% of all stool samples with diarrhea.

As per reports, an estimated annual mortality of 35,000–40,000 is noted globally in both under-
five and older-than-five age groups. The availability of age-specific estimates of case fatality due
to shigellosis is limited.

Shigella is generally transmitted through contaminated food or water, or through person-to-
person contact.

Shigellosis is primarily a disease of poor and crowded communities that do not have adequate
sanitation or safe water.

Handwashing is said to reduce shigella transmission by 70%.

Recommended public health control measures are exclusion of ill people with shigellosis from
work, food preparation, and childcare.

The incubation period of shigellosis is typically 1–4 days, but up to 8 days with Shigella
dysenteriae type 1.

Asymptomatic infection can occur, particularly in previously infected individuals. Otherwise, most
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illnesses in healthy individuals are mild and symptoms subside in a few days.

In other people, there is progression (within hours to days) to frank dysentery with frequent small
stools containing blood and mucus, accompanied by lower abdominal cramps. Patients with
severe infection might pass more than 20 dysenteric stools in one day.

The severity of the disease varies by the infecting species:

The cornerstone of shigella treatment is the maintenance of hydration and electrolyte balance.

In young children, oral rehydration with a reduced osmolarity solution is indicated to treat the
WHO-defined category of some dehydration and is preferable to intravenous fluids unless
severe dehydration is present.

Although shigellosis is primarily self-limiting, antibiotics are recommended for reducing illness
duration and for preventing transmission.

The current drugs of choice are third-generation cephalosporins (ceftriaxone or cefixime) and
macrolides (azithromycin).

Currently, there are no vaccines available for shigellosis due to their large dependence on the
prevailing species and serotypes, as only serotype specific immunity has been demonstrated in
humans.

Due to the increasing rate of multidrug resistance, in particular resistance to fluoroquinolone in
Asian and African regions, this has been classified as a medium priority for research and
development of new and effective antibiotic treatments by the WHO Priority Pathogens List of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
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difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath
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For this pandemic period, the company’s pricing approach is based on the principle of ensuring
broad access and supplies to the governments, a Pfizer spokesperson said in a statement.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-12-28

CABINET APPROVES TRANSFORMATORY CHANGES
IN POST MATRIC SCHOLARSHIP FOR SCS

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of STs, SCs, and OBCs - Schemes & their
Performance, Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has
today approved major and transformatory changes in the Centrally Sponsored Scheme ‘Post
Matric Scholarship to students belonging to Scheduled Castes (PMS-SC)’ to benefit more than 4
Crore SC students in the next 5 years so that they can successfully complete their higher
education.

The Cabinet has approved a total investment of Rs. 59,048 Cr of which Central Government
would spend Rs. 35,534 Cr (60%) and the balance would be spent by the State Govts. This
replaces the existing 'committed liability' system and brings greater involvement of the Central
Govt in this crucial scheme.

The Post Matric Scholarship Scheme for Scheduled Castes allows students to pursue any post
matric course starting from class 11th and onwards, with the Govt meeting the cost of education.

The Central Govt is committed to give a big push and further impetus to this effort so that the
GER (Higher Education) of SCs would reach up to the National standards within the 5 year
period.

Following are the details:

The focus of the scheme would be on enrolling the poorest students, timely payments,
comprehensive accountability, continuous monitoring and total transparency. 

The Central Assistance which was around Rs 1100 crore annually during 2017-18 to 2019-20
would be increased more than 5 times to be around Rs 6000 core annually during 2020-21 to
2025-26.  

****
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matric course starting from class 11th and onwards, with the Govt meeting the cost of education.

The Central Govt is committed to give a big push and further impetus to this effort so that the
GER (Higher Education) of SCs would reach up to the National standards within the 5 year
period.

Following are the details:

The focus of the scheme would be on enrolling the poorest students, timely payments,
comprehensive accountability, continuous monitoring and total transparency. 

The Central Assistance which was around Rs 1100 crore annually during 2017-18 to 2019-20
would be increased more than 5 times to be around Rs 6000 core annually during 2020-21 to
2025-26.  

****
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-12-28

YEAR END REVIEW 2020: DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Government policies & interventions for development in various

Sectors and issues arising out of their design & implementation incl. Housing

The fisheries sector has been recognized as a powerful income and employment generator as it
stimulates growth of a number of subsidiary industries and is a source of cheap and nutritious
food, at the same time it is an instrument of livelihood for a large section of economically
backward population of the country. Fishery sector occupies an important place in the socio-
economic development of the country. "Fisheries is a fast-growing sector in India, which
provides nutrition and food security to a large population of the country besides providing
income and employment to more than 28 million people.

India is the second largest fish producing country in the world accounting for 7.56% of global
production and contributing about 1.24% to the country’s Gross Value Added (GVA) and over
7.28% to the agricultural GVA.Fisheries and aquaculture continue to be an important source of
food, nutrition, income and livelihood to millions of people. Export earnings from the Fisheries
sector has been Rs.46,662.85 crores during 2019-20. The sector provides livelihood support to
about 280 lakh people at the primary level and almost twice the number along the value chain
and the annual average growth rate in the Fisheries sector has been 7% over the last few years.
Fish being an affordable and rich source of animal protein, is one of the healthiest options to
mitigate hunger and nutrient deficiency. The sector has immense potential to double the fish
farmers’ income by 2022, as envisioned by the Government of India. Hence it is essential that
sustained and focused attention is given to the fisheries sector through policy and financial
support to accelerate its development in a sustainable, responsible, inclusive and equitable
manner. The details of achievement made during 2020-21 are as below:

 

 

INLAND FISHERIES

 

MARINE FISHERIES

 

FISHERMEN WELFARE

 

FISHERIES INFRASTRUCTURE

 

 

AQUATIC HEALTH MANAGEMENT
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ORNAMENTAL FISHERIES

 

SEAWEED CULTIVATION

 

COLDWATER FISHERIES

 

DEVELOPMENT IN NORTH EAST REGIONS

 

IMPORTANT ACTIVITIES

 

As on date, a total of 44,935 KCCs have been issued to fishers and fish farmers. In addition,
about 3.80 lakh applications from fishers and fish farmers are with the Banks at various stages
for issuance of KCCs

3. Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund

The Union Government in its Budget 2018 has set aside Rs. 7,550crore for setting up of a
dedicated Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund (FIDF). The fund has the
potential to benefit over 4 million marine and inland fishers especially women, SHGs, weaker
sections, due to availability of modern infrastructure and added value of produce. FIDF will
provide concessional finance to the State Governments/Union Territories, State entities,
cooperatives, individual entrepreneurs, etc. for development of fisheries infrastructure facilities
both in marine and inland fisheries sector.

The infrastructure facilities to be funded under the FIDF will broadly cover development of
fishing harbours/ fish landing centres, fish seed farms, fish feed mills/plants, cage culture in
reservoirs, mariculture activities, introduction of deep sea fishing vessels, setting up of disease
diagnostic and aquatic quarantine facilities, creation of cold chain infrastructure facilities such as
ice plants, cold storage, fish transport facilities, fish processing units, fish markets etc.

The fund would (i) fill the large infrastructure gaps in fisheries sector, (ii) create employment
opportunity to the rural population in fishing and allied activities, (iii) contributes towards
enhancement of fish production and productivity, (iv) offers manifold benefits and (v) fulfill the
requirements of tapping the full fisheries potential and achieving the vision given by the Hon’ble
Prime Minister for doubling farmers’ income.

The Fund would be created in collaboration with NABARD, NCDC and Specified commercial
banks. National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) will be the Nodal Implementing Agency
for overall coordination of the FIDF activities. FIDF is expected to generate both direct and
indirect employment opportunities to around 9.40 lakh persons in fishing and allied activities.
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farmers’ income by 2022, as envisioned by the Government of India. Hence it is essential that
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ORNAMENTAL FISHERIES

 

SEAWEED CULTIVATION

 

COLDWATER FISHERIES

 

DEVELOPMENT IN NORTH EAST REGIONS

 

IMPORTANT ACTIVITIES

 

As on date, a total of 44,935 KCCs have been issued to fishers and fish farmers. In addition,
about 3.80 lakh applications from fishers and fish farmers are with the Banks at various stages
for issuance of KCCs

3. Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund

The Union Government in its Budget 2018 has set aside Rs. 7,550crore for setting up of a
dedicated Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund (FIDF). The fund has the
potential to benefit over 4 million marine and inland fishers especially women, SHGs, weaker
sections, due to availability of modern infrastructure and added value of produce. FIDF will
provide concessional finance to the State Governments/Union Territories, State entities,
cooperatives, individual entrepreneurs, etc. for development of fisheries infrastructure facilities
both in marine and inland fisheries sector.

The infrastructure facilities to be funded under the FIDF will broadly cover development of
fishing harbours/ fish landing centres, fish seed farms, fish feed mills/plants, cage culture in
reservoirs, mariculture activities, introduction of deep sea fishing vessels, setting up of disease
diagnostic and aquatic quarantine facilities, creation of cold chain infrastructure facilities such as
ice plants, cold storage, fish transport facilities, fish processing units, fish markets etc.

The fund would (i) fill the large infrastructure gaps in fisheries sector, (ii) create employment
opportunity to the rural population in fishing and allied activities, (iii) contributes towards
enhancement of fish production and productivity, (iv) offers manifold benefits and (v) fulfill the
requirements of tapping the full fisheries potential and achieving the vision given by the Hon’ble
Prime Minister for doubling farmers’ income.

The Fund would be created in collaboration with NABARD, NCDC and Specified commercial
banks. National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) will be the Nodal Implementing Agency
for overall coordination of the FIDF activities. FIDF is expected to generate both direct and
indirect employment opportunities to around 9.40 lakh persons in fishing and allied activities.
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Source : www.hindustantimes.com Date : 2020-12-29

ENSURING EDUCATION FOR THE MARGINALISED
STUDENTS - EDITORIALS - HINDUSTAN TIMES

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Rights & Welfare of STs, SCs, and OBCs - Schemes & their
Performance, Mechanisms, Laws Institutions and Bodies
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The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs on Tuesday announced that the Union government
will increase its share of contribution to Post Matric Scholarship for students from the Scheduled
Castes (SCs). The Centre’s assistance, which was around 1,100 crore annually during 2017-18
to 2019-20, will be around 6,000 crore annually during the 2020-21 to 2025-26 period. Under the
scholarship scheme, the government provides financial assistance to SC students, whose
household incomes are less than 250,000 annually, for higher education. The transfer of
financial assistance to the students will be now in the Direct Benefit Transfer mode, preferably
using the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System.

This is a positive step to retain — and bring back — SC students in the schooling system who
are often forced to drop out because their families are unable to meet schooling and related
expenses, or have no choice but to join the informal sector workforce to supplement family
incomes. While leaving school helps families tide over immediate economic challenges, such
decisions rob students of the ability to access education, and of the opportunity to fulfil their
potential.

While ensuring more funds to retain students is commendable, the Centre must also iron out the
systemic challenges that are dogging post-matric scholarships. Reports indicate unfortunate and
inordinate delays, backlogs and improper disbursement, a blame game between the Centre and
states over processes that need to be followed, and scams, misappropriations and non-
allocations as far as the scholarship funds are concerned. Translate the positive decision into
sound implementation.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-12-30

YEAR END REVIEW -2020 : MINISTRY OF PORTS,
SHIPPING AND WATERWAYS

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Government policies & interventions for development in various
Sectors and issues arising out of their design & implementation incl. Housing

In the year 2020, the government has undertaken several important progressive policy
interventions and new initiatives to accelerate the overall development of the shipping sector.

COVID Management 

To maintain the supply of essential items and provide effective support in fight against COVID
19 pandemic, certain services were declared as essential including transport service for carriage
of goods by water. However, Ports and dependent stakeholders faced immense difficulty in
carrying out their operations as a result of the Lockdown.

Government took various efforts and initiatives to mitigate the impact of pandemic and ensure
smooth functioning of supply chains. Some of the key initiatives taken are as follows:

MoPSW has facilitated more than 1,00,000 crew change on Indian ports and through charter
flights. It is the highest number of crew changes in the world. Crew change consists of replacing
one of the ship’s crew members with another one and involves sign-on the ships and sign-off the
ships procedures.

Maritime sector is among the worst hit sectors due to Corona pandemic. Despite that, all the
Indian Ports were operational and providing essential services throughout the pandemic and
main pillar for the smooth supply chain for India and world were the seafarers.

SAGARMALA PROGRAMME

To harness the coastline, 14,500 km of potentially navigable waterways and strategic location on
key international maritime trade routes, the Government of India has embarked on the ambitious
Sagarmala Programme to promote port-led development in the country. The vision of the
Programme is to reduce logistics cost of EXIM and domestic trade with minimal infrastructure
investment. This includes reducing the cost of transporting domestic cargo; lowering logistical
cost of bulk commodities by locating future industrial capacities near the coast; improving export
competitiveness by developing port proximate discrete manufacturing clusters, etc. The
Sagarmala programme has identified 504 projects under four pillars – 211 port modernization
projects, 199 port connectivity projects, 32 port-led industrialization projects and 62 coastal
community development projects which can unlock the opportunities for port-led development
and are expected to mobilize more than Rs. 3.57 Lac Cr of infrastructure investment.

In the last 15 months (July 2019 – October 2020), 20 Sagarmala projects worth Rs. 4,543 crore
have been completed which comprise 9 projects of Port Modernization worth Rs. 1,405crore, 7
Port Connectivity projects worth Rs. 2,799 crore and 4 Coastal Community Development
projects worth Rs. 339 crore.

Ghogha - Hazira RoPAX Ferry

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated the Ro-Pax terminal at Hazira and flagged off
the Ro-Pax ferry service between Hazira and Ghogha in Gujarat through video conferencing, on
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8th November, 2020.A new maritime connectivity has been established between Bhavnagar and
Surat of Gujarat. The service between Hazira and Ghogha will shorten the journey from 10-12
hours to 3-4 hours. This will save time and cost will also be reduced.

New name of the Ministry of Shipping

In the inauguration of Ghogha-HAzira RoPax Ferry, Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
announced the new name of Ministry of Shipping as Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways.

First Seaplane of India started its operation from Statue of Unity,Kevadiya to Sabarmati
River in Gujarat

India’s first Seaplane Service operation inaugurated by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi on
31st October,2020, between Kevadia and Sabarmati River front in Ahmedabad. The innovative
floating jetties made of concrete is installed by the Inland Water Authority of India to support the
seaplane operations. Ministry intends to gauge the interest of airline operators who is interested
in the operation of   the Seaplane services on the select routes. The key focus is to ensure faster
and hassle-free travel of passengers, tourists and pilgrims through seaplanes to destinations
which are currently accessible through long and tortuous road journeys.

PORTS

Development of Ports is crucial for the economy. Ports handle around 90% of EXIM Cargo by
volume and 70% by value. In order to meet the ever-increasing trade requirements, expansion
of Port Capacity has been accorded the highest priority by the Ministry of Ports, Shipping and
Waterways through implementation of well-conceived infrastructure development projects. The
capacity of major ports which was 871.52 MTPA at the end of March 2014 has increased to
1534.91 MTPA by the end of March 2020. The Major Ports in the country have an installed
capacity of 1534.91 MTPA as on March, 2020 and handled traffic of 704.92 MT during 2019-20.

Challenges faced by the shipping and ports sector and recent policy initiatives

The Key Challenges faced by port sectors are as follows:

In order to overcome these challenges, many initiatives have been taken over the period of last
few years. Some of the recent initiatives taken by government are as follows:

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi attended the grand Sesquicentenary Celebrations of the
Kolkata Port Trust and launched multimodal development projects for Kolkata Port. Prime
Minister announced the new name Kolkata Port Trust as Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Port
Trust. Prime Minister handed over Cheque of  501 Crore towards pension fund of employees of
the Kolkata Port Trust

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT

Major Inland Water Transport (IWT) projects are under construction in 2020-21 under the Jal
Marg Vikas Project (JMVP) on National Waterway-1 (NW-1) (river Ganga) from Haldia to
Varanasi

Under the JMVP being implemented with World Bank assistance, latest technological
interventions are being introduced to overcome technical challenges. To support the 24x7
navigation, the digital solutions in the form of state-of-the-art River Information System (RIS) &
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) is being implemented on NW-1.    
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Freight Village & Logistics Hubs are proposed to be developed adjacent to the Varanasi and
Sahibganj MMTs to enable cargo aggregation & transshipment. Pre-investment works have
been initiated for the Freight Village, Varanasi.

On National Waterway (NW-2) (River Brahmaputra), Ro-Ro service between Dhubri &
Hathsingimari,  Neamati & Kamlabari and Guwahati & North Assam is operational. Work on
dredging and setting up of floating terminals have commenced under Phase I of development of
NW-4 (river Krishna) between Vijayawada & Muktiyala. Ro-Ro Services between Ibrahimpatnam
& Lingayapalam for transportation of construction materials on NW-4 (river Krishna) is also
under operation. Inland Waterways Authority of India has commenced works on 10 new NWs
declared under the National Waterways Act, 2016. Cargo movement on NWs during FY 2019-20
was 73.61 MMT as against 72.3 MMT during last year.  The total cargo movement during April-
September, 2020 is 30.38 MMT, which is 16% less than the corresponding period last year
owing to COVID-19 induced restrictions.

Ministry of Shipping waived waterway usage charges considering the Government of India’s
vision to promote inland waterways as a supplementary, eco-friendly and cheaper mode of
transport. The charges are waived initially for three years. The decision is estimated to increase
the inland waterway traffic movement to 110MMT in 2022-23 from 72MMTin 2019-20. It will
benefit the economic activities and development in the region

To enhance the access and establish alternative waterway connectivity to the North East
through Bangladesh, new initiatives and measures are in progress. On the Indo-Bangladesh
Protocol route, dredging has commenced between Ashuganj and Zakiganj (295 km) and
Sirajganj and Daikhawa (175 km) in Bangladesh by sharing the cost on 80:20 basis (80% by
India & 20% by Bangladesh). Cruise movement commenced between India and Bangladesh by
private operators of both countries in March-April 2019 under the MoU and Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) on Passenger and Cruise service on the Coastal and Protocol routes signed
by India and Bangladesh.

Second Addendum to The Protocol for Inland Water Trade & Transit (PIWT&T) has been signed
by the two countries on 20th May,2020 adding 5 Ports of Call and 2 extended Ports of Call on
each side.Bangladesh has allowed the use of its Mongla & Chattogram Ports for the movement
of goods to and from India under MoU and Agreement/SoP signed for the purpose.  Eight routes
are provided under the Agreement which would enable access of North East Region (NER) via
Bangladesh. The routes identified allow entry/exit to Agartala and Srimantpur in Tripura, Dawki
in Meghalaya and Sutarkandi in Assam. In July 2020 wherein both pulses and TMT steel bars
were moved from Kolkata to Agartala via Chattogram Port.

 

SHIPPING: Achievements in the shipping sector 

Coastal Shipping

Besides being fuel-efficient and environment friendly, Coastal shipping is capable of transporting
large volumes of cargoes vis-a-vis other modes of transport and is potentially the cheapest
mode of transport. However, due to certain intrinsic impediments, the share of coastal shipping
in India is around 6%, which is much lower than that of developed countries.   ln order to
encourage a modal shift from road and rail and to promote coastal shipping, cabotage has been
relaxed for coastal transportation of (a) Exim/empty containers, (b) Agriculture, horticulture,
fisheries and animal husbandry commodities and (c) Fertilizers. Coastal vessels are also
provided a discount of 40% in port charges over foreign going vessels. Additional concessions
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have been extended to Ro-Ro vessels and Container vessels engaged in coastal movement of
automobiles. Other measures such as reduction of GST on bunker fuel, Green channel
clearance for coastal cargoes and priority berthing for coastal vessels at major ports have also
been extended to coastal shipping. 

Cruise Shipping

Cruise shipping in India is at a nascent stage and Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
and Ministry of Tourism are actively promoting cruise tourism for its vast economic impact,
potential for job creation and earning foreign exchange. A national roadmap for development of
cruise tourism has been made and various steps have been taken to promote cruise tourism in
India, these include extension of relaxation of cabotage for foreign cruise vessels calling Ports of
India for a further period of 5 years beyond Feb, 2024 i.e., up to February, 2029, e-visa facilities
for cruise passengers arriving in India, and concessional tariff rates for cruise ships.

Shipbreaking

Shipbuilding

Under the Shipbuilding Financial Assistance policy for Indian shipyards for contracts signed
during a ten-year period 2016-2026, an amount of  29.02 crores was released to Indian
shipyards for 12 vessels in FY 2018-19;  26.97 crores for 7 vessels in FY 2019-20 and  5.06
crores was released to Indian shipyards for 3 vessels in 2020-21.

The Ministry of Shipping has directed all major ports to procure or charter tug boats which are
only made in India.  All procurements being done by major ports would now need to be carried
out as per the revised ‘Make in India’ Order. 

The Ministry of Shipping is aiming to promote Indian shipbuilding industry and also have
discussion with some leading countries for Make in India shipbuilding. .

International Ship Repair Facility (ISRF) at Cochin Port Trust

Cochin Shipyard Limited continued to operate the dry-dock & existing facilities in the leased area
(first phase) at Cochin Port premises. CSL completed the repairs of eleven ships during the
financial year 2019-20. The construction works of the ISRF project, which commenced on
November 17, 2017, is progressing in full swing. More than 95% of the piling works, 50% of the
deck concreting & 80% of the dredging activities are completed and the facility is expected to be
commissioned in FY 2021-22. As a part of the effort to develop Kochi as a maritime hub of India,
CSL had set up a Maritime Park near to the International Ship Repair Facility at Willingdon
Island, which was inaugurated by Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Shipping, Shri
Mansukh L Mandaviya on September 19, 2019. Ten globally renowned firms in the maritime
industry have already partnered with CSL for setting up their units in the Maritime Park in the
first phase. CSL expects to position Kochi as a major ship repair hub with major operations in
the present ship repair dock, coupled with increased capacities that would be available when the
ISRF is commissioned. 

New Dry-dock Project

The new dock will augment the Company’s shipbuilding and ship repair capacity essentially
required to tap the market potential of building specialized and technologically advanced vessels
such as LNG Carriers, Aircraft Carriers of higher capacity, jack up rigs, drill ships, large dredgers
and repairing of offshore platforms and larger vessels. The New Dry-dock facility is expected to
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be commissioned in FY 2022-23

Ramayan Cruise

Ramayan Cruise Tour’ on the Saryu river in Ayodhya will be launched soon. Shri Mansukh
Mandaviya, Minister of Ports, Shipping and Waterways chaired a review meeting for the
implementation of cruise service. It will be the first-ever luxury Cruise service on the Saryu river
(Ghagra/National Waterways-40) in Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh. It aims to give mesmerizing
experience to devotees with one-of-its-kind spiritual journeys while cruising through the famous
ghats of the holy river Saryu.

VTS  and Vessels Traffic Monitoring Systems (VTMS)

Development of Indigenous Software solution for Vessel traffic services (VTS) and Vessels
Traffic Monitoring Systems (VTMS) launched. VTS and VTMS is a software which determines
vessel positions, position of other traffic or meteorological hazard warnings and extensive
management of traffic within a port or waterway. Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) contribute to
safety of life at sea, safety and efficiency of navigation and protection of the marine environment,
adjacent shore areas, work sites and offshore installations from possible adverse effects of
maritime traffic.

National Authority for Ships Recycling:

Directorate General of Shipping notified as National Authority for Ships Recycling.  
DG, Shipping designated as an apex authority under the Recycling of Ships Act, 2019 for the
ship recycling industry of India. Office of National Authority will be set up in Gandhinagar,
Gujarat.

Direct cargo ferry service between India and Maldives started. During its maiden voyage,
a vessel with a capacity of 200 TEU and 3000 MT of break bulk cargo sailed from Tuticorin
to Kochi, from where proceeded to Kulhudhuffushi port in North Maldives and then to
Male port. This ferry service, being operated by the Shipping Corporation of India and will
provide a cost effective, direct and alternate means of transportation of goods between
India and Maldives.

Lighthouses as Tourism Attraction

A high level meeting was held for developing around 194 existing lighthouses across India as
Major tourist attractions. Shri Mandaviya said it will boost the tourism activities in lighthouses
surrounding areas and give an opportunity to know about the enriched history of lighthouses.

National Maritime Heritage Complex

A world class National Maritime Heritage Complex will be developed at Lothal, Gujarat
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the Ministry of Shipping of Government
of Indian and Ministry of National Defence, Republic of Portugal.

***

YB/AP

In the year 2020, the government has undertaken several important progressive policy
interventions and new initiatives to accelerate the overall development of the shipping sector.
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COVID Management 

To maintain the supply of essential items and provide effective support in fight against COVID
19 pandemic, certain services were declared as essential including transport service for carriage
of goods by water. However, Ports and dependent stakeholders faced immense difficulty in
carrying out their operations as a result of the Lockdown.

Government took various efforts and initiatives to mitigate the impact of pandemic and ensure
smooth functioning of supply chains. Some of the key initiatives taken are as follows:

MoPSW has facilitated more than 1,00,000 crew change on Indian ports and through charter
flights. It is the highest number of crew changes in the world. Crew change consists of replacing
one of the ship’s crew members with another one and involves sign-on the ships and sign-off the
ships procedures.

Maritime sector is among the worst hit sectors due to Corona pandemic. Despite that, all the
Indian Ports were operational and providing essential services throughout the pandemic and
main pillar for the smooth supply chain for India and world were the seafarers.

SAGARMALA PROGRAMME

To harness the coastline, 14,500 km of potentially navigable waterways and strategic location on
key international maritime trade routes, the Government of India has embarked on the ambitious
Sagarmala Programme to promote port-led development in the country. The vision of the
Programme is to reduce logistics cost of EXIM and domestic trade with minimal infrastructure
investment. This includes reducing the cost of transporting domestic cargo; lowering logistical
cost of bulk commodities by locating future industrial capacities near the coast; improving export
competitiveness by developing port proximate discrete manufacturing clusters, etc. The
Sagarmala programme has identified 504 projects under four pillars – 211 port modernization
projects, 199 port connectivity projects, 32 port-led industrialization projects and 62 coastal
community development projects which can unlock the opportunities for port-led development
and are expected to mobilize more than Rs. 3.57 Lac Cr of infrastructure investment.

In the last 15 months (July 2019 – October 2020), 20 Sagarmala projects worth Rs. 4,543 crore
have been completed which comprise 9 projects of Port Modernization worth Rs. 1,405crore, 7
Port Connectivity projects worth Rs. 2,799 crore and 4 Coastal Community Development
projects worth Rs. 339 crore.

Ghogha - Hazira RoPAX Ferry

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated the Ro-Pax terminal at Hazira and flagged off
the Ro-Pax ferry service between Hazira and Ghogha in Gujarat through video conferencing, on
8th November, 2020.A new maritime connectivity has been established between Bhavnagar and
Surat of Gujarat. The service between Hazira and Ghogha will shorten the journey from 10-12
hours to 3-4 hours. This will save time and cost will also be reduced.

New name of the Ministry of Shipping

In the inauguration of Ghogha-HAzira RoPax Ferry, Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
announced the new name of Ministry of Shipping as Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways.

First Seaplane of India started its operation from Statue of Unity,Kevadiya to Sabarmati
River in Gujarat
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India’s first Seaplane Service operation inaugurated by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi on
31st October,2020, between Kevadia and Sabarmati River front in Ahmedabad. The innovative
floating jetties made of concrete is installed by the Inland Water Authority of India to support the
seaplane operations. Ministry intends to gauge the interest of airline operators who is interested
in the operation of   the Seaplane services on the select routes. The key focus is to ensure faster
and hassle-free travel of passengers, tourists and pilgrims through seaplanes to destinations
which are currently accessible through long and tortuous road journeys.

PORTS

Development of Ports is crucial for the economy. Ports handle around 90% of EXIM Cargo by
volume and 70% by value. In order to meet the ever-increasing trade requirements, expansion
of Port Capacity has been accorded the highest priority by the Ministry of Ports, Shipping and
Waterways through implementation of well-conceived infrastructure development projects. The
capacity of major ports which was 871.52 MTPA at the end of March 2014 has increased to
1534.91 MTPA by the end of March 2020. The Major Ports in the country have an installed
capacity of 1534.91 MTPA as on March, 2020 and handled traffic of 704.92 MT during 2019-20.

Challenges faced by the shipping and ports sector and recent policy initiatives

The Key Challenges faced by port sectors are as follows:

In order to overcome these challenges, many initiatives have been taken over the period of last
few years. Some of the recent initiatives taken by government are as follows:

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi attended the grand Sesquicentenary Celebrations of the
Kolkata Port Trust and launched multimodal development projects for Kolkata Port. Prime
Minister announced the new name Kolkata Port Trust as Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Port
Trust. Prime Minister handed over Cheque of  501 Crore towards pension fund of employees of
the Kolkata Port Trust

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT

Major Inland Water Transport (IWT) projects are under construction in 2020-21 under the Jal
Marg Vikas Project (JMVP) on National Waterway-1 (NW-1) (river Ganga) from Haldia to
Varanasi

Under the JMVP being implemented with World Bank assistance, latest technological
interventions are being introduced to overcome technical challenges. To support the 24x7
navigation, the digital solutions in the form of state-of-the-art River Information System (RIS) &
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) is being implemented on NW-1.    

Freight Village & Logistics Hubs are proposed to be developed adjacent to the Varanasi and
Sahibganj MMTs to enable cargo aggregation & transshipment. Pre-investment works have
been initiated for the Freight Village, Varanasi.

On National Waterway (NW-2) (River Brahmaputra), Ro-Ro service between Dhubri &
Hathsingimari,  Neamati & Kamlabari and Guwahati & North Assam is operational. Work on
dredging and setting up of floating terminals have commenced under Phase I of development of
NW-4 (river Krishna) between Vijayawada & Muktiyala. Ro-Ro Services between Ibrahimpatnam
& Lingayapalam for transportation of construction materials on NW-4 (river Krishna) is also
under operation. Inland Waterways Authority of India has commenced works on 10 new NWs
declared under the National Waterways Act, 2016. Cargo movement on NWs during FY 2019-20
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was 73.61 MMT as against 72.3 MMT during last year.  The total cargo movement during April-
September, 2020 is 30.38 MMT, which is 16% less than the corresponding period last year
owing to COVID-19 induced restrictions.

Ministry of Shipping waived waterway usage charges considering the Government of India’s
vision to promote inland waterways as a supplementary, eco-friendly and cheaper mode of
transport. The charges are waived initially for three years. The decision is estimated to increase
the inland waterway traffic movement to 110MMT in 2022-23 from 72MMTin 2019-20. It will
benefit the economic activities and development in the region

To enhance the access and establish alternative waterway connectivity to the North East
through Bangladesh, new initiatives and measures are in progress. On the Indo-Bangladesh
Protocol route, dredging has commenced between Ashuganj and Zakiganj (295 km) and
Sirajganj and Daikhawa (175 km) in Bangladesh by sharing the cost on 80:20 basis (80% by
India & 20% by Bangladesh). Cruise movement commenced between India and Bangladesh by
private operators of both countries in March-April 2019 under the MoU and Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) on Passenger and Cruise service on the Coastal and Protocol routes signed
by India and Bangladesh.

Second Addendum to The Protocol for Inland Water Trade & Transit (PIWT&T) has been signed
by the two countries on 20th May,2020 adding 5 Ports of Call and 2 extended Ports of Call on
each side.Bangladesh has allowed the use of its Mongla & Chattogram Ports for the movement
of goods to and from India under MoU and Agreement/SoP signed for the purpose.  Eight routes
are provided under the Agreement which would enable access of North East Region (NER) via
Bangladesh. The routes identified allow entry/exit to Agartala and Srimantpur in Tripura, Dawki
in Meghalaya and Sutarkandi in Assam. In July 2020 wherein both pulses and TMT steel bars
were moved from Kolkata to Agartala via Chattogram Port.

 

SHIPPING: Achievements in the shipping sector 

Coastal Shipping

Besides being fuel-efficient and environment friendly, Coastal shipping is capable of transporting
large volumes of cargoes vis-a-vis other modes of transport and is potentially the cheapest
mode of transport. However, due to certain intrinsic impediments, the share of coastal shipping
in India is around 6%, which is much lower than that of developed countries.   ln order to
encourage a modal shift from road and rail and to promote coastal shipping, cabotage has been
relaxed for coastal transportation of (a) Exim/empty containers, (b) Agriculture, horticulture,
fisheries and animal husbandry commodities and (c) Fertilizers. Coastal vessels are also
provided a discount of 40% in port charges over foreign going vessels. Additional concessions
have been extended to Ro-Ro vessels and Container vessels engaged in coastal movement of
automobiles. Other measures such as reduction of GST on bunker fuel, Green channel
clearance for coastal cargoes and priority berthing for coastal vessels at major ports have also
been extended to coastal shipping. 

Cruise Shipping

Cruise shipping in India is at a nascent stage and Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways
and Ministry of Tourism are actively promoting cruise tourism for its vast economic impact,
potential for job creation and earning foreign exchange. A national roadmap for development of
cruise tourism has been made and various steps have been taken to promote cruise tourism in
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India, these include extension of relaxation of cabotage for foreign cruise vessels calling Ports of
India for a further period of 5 years beyond Feb, 2024 i.e., up to February, 2029, e-visa facilities
for cruise passengers arriving in India, and concessional tariff rates for cruise ships.

Shipbreaking

Shipbuilding

Under the Shipbuilding Financial Assistance policy for Indian shipyards for contracts signed
during a ten-year period 2016-2026, an amount of  29.02 crores was released to Indian
shipyards for 12 vessels in FY 2018-19;  26.97 crores for 7 vessels in FY 2019-20 and  5.06
crores was released to Indian shipyards for 3 vessels in 2020-21.

The Ministry of Shipping has directed all major ports to procure or charter tug boats which are
only made in India.  All procurements being done by major ports would now need to be carried
out as per the revised ‘Make in India’ Order. 

The Ministry of Shipping is aiming to promote Indian shipbuilding industry and also have
discussion with some leading countries for Make in India shipbuilding. .

International Ship Repair Facility (ISRF) at Cochin Port Trust

Cochin Shipyard Limited continued to operate the dry-dock & existing facilities in the leased area
(first phase) at Cochin Port premises. CSL completed the repairs of eleven ships during the
financial year 2019-20. The construction works of the ISRF project, which commenced on
November 17, 2017, is progressing in full swing. More than 95% of the piling works, 50% of the
deck concreting & 80% of the dredging activities are completed and the facility is expected to be
commissioned in FY 2021-22. As a part of the effort to develop Kochi as a maritime hub of India,
CSL had set up a Maritime Park near to the International Ship Repair Facility at Willingdon
Island, which was inaugurated by Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Shipping, Shri
Mansukh L Mandaviya on September 19, 2019. Ten globally renowned firms in the maritime
industry have already partnered with CSL for setting up their units in the Maritime Park in the
first phase. CSL expects to position Kochi as a major ship repair hub with major operations in
the present ship repair dock, coupled with increased capacities that would be available when the
ISRF is commissioned. 

New Dry-dock Project

The new dock will augment the Company’s shipbuilding and ship repair capacity essentially
required to tap the market potential of building specialized and technologically advanced vessels
such as LNG Carriers, Aircraft Carriers of higher capacity, jack up rigs, drill ships, large dredgers
and repairing of offshore platforms and larger vessels. The New Dry-dock facility is expected to
be commissioned in FY 2022-23

Ramayan Cruise

Ramayan Cruise Tour’ on the Saryu river in Ayodhya will be launched soon. Shri Mansukh
Mandaviya, Minister of Ports, Shipping and Waterways chaired a review meeting for the
implementation of cruise service. It will be the first-ever luxury Cruise service on the Saryu river
(Ghagra/National Waterways-40) in Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh. It aims to give mesmerizing
experience to devotees with one-of-its-kind spiritual journeys while cruising through the famous
ghats of the holy river Saryu.
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VTS  and Vessels Traffic Monitoring Systems (VTMS)

Development of Indigenous Software solution for Vessel traffic services (VTS) and Vessels
Traffic Monitoring Systems (VTMS) launched. VTS and VTMS is a software which determines
vessel positions, position of other traffic or meteorological hazard warnings and extensive
management of traffic within a port or waterway. Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) contribute to
safety of life at sea, safety and efficiency of navigation and protection of the marine environment,
adjacent shore areas, work sites and offshore installations from possible adverse effects of
maritime traffic.

National Authority for Ships Recycling:

Directorate General of Shipping notified as National Authority for Ships Recycling.  
DG, Shipping designated as an apex authority under the Recycling of Ships Act, 2019 for the
ship recycling industry of India. Office of National Authority will be set up in Gandhinagar,
Gujarat.

Direct cargo ferry service between India and Maldives started. During its maiden voyage,
a vessel with a capacity of 200 TEU and 3000 MT of break bulk cargo sailed from Tuticorin
to Kochi, from where proceeded to Kulhudhuffushi port in North Maldives and then to
Male port. This ferry service, being operated by the Shipping Corporation of India and will
provide a cost effective, direct and alternate means of transportation of goods between
India and Maldives.

Lighthouses as Tourism Attraction

A high level meeting was held for developing around 194 existing lighthouses across India as
Major tourist attractions. Shri Mandaviya said it will boost the tourism activities in lighthouses
surrounding areas and give an opportunity to know about the enriched history of lighthouses.

National Maritime Heritage Complex

A world class National Maritime Heritage Complex will be developed at Lothal, Gujarat
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed between the Ministry of Shipping of Government
of Indian and Ministry of National Defence, Republic of Portugal.

***

YB/AP
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-12-30

YEAR END REVIEW-2020, DEPARTMENT OF POSTS
Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Government policies & interventions for development in various

Sectors and issues arising out of their design & implementation incl. Housing

For more than 150 years, the Department of Posts (DoP) has been the backbone of the
country’s communication and has played a crucial role in the country’s social economic
development. It touches the lives of Indian citizens in many ways: delivering mails, accepting
deposits under Small Savings Schemes, providing life insurance cover under Postal Life
Insurance (PLI) and Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI) and providing retail services like bill
collection, sale of forms, etc. The DoP also acts as an agent for Government of India in
discharging other services for citizens such as Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) wage disbursement and old age pension payments. In the
year 2020, the Department strengthened its supply chain through capacity upgradation and
expanding Road Transport Network. It played important role in countering impact of COVID-19
pandemic by enabling doorstep delivery of financial services and medicines etc. The Year End
Review for Department of Posts highlights the achievements, and progress on various initiatives
of department in the year 2020.

1.         Supply Chain and e-Commerce: Mail, Express Services and Parcel:

2.         Banking Services and Financial Inclusion:

3.         Postal Life Insurance (PLI)/Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI):

4.         Citizen Centric Services:

There are 100+ CSC Services which are offered through these post officeswhich include
Government to Citizen Schemes(G2C) such as Pradhan Manthri Street Vendors’
AthmanirbharNidhiYojana (PMSVANIDHI), Pradhan Manthri Jan ArogyaYojana (Ayushman
Bharat) ,  Pradhan Manthr iShram Yogi  Maan-dhanYojana (PM-SYM),  Pradhan
MantriLaghuVyapari Maan-dhanYojana (PM-LVM), The Election Card Printing, E-Stamp
Service, and Various e-District Services. Some of B2C (Business to Citizens) Services offered
includes Bharat Bill Payment System Bills (Electric, Gas, Water bills etc...), Renewal Premium
collection for Life Insurance Policies and General Insurance such as Motor Vehicle, Health and
Fire Insurance etc, Third party services such as EMI collections for various loans offered by
financial institutions and submission of online application forms for loans and Travel services
such as Ticket booking service is available for Flight, Train and Bus Tickets.

5.         Public Grievances:

 

S. No.

Year

Complaints received during the period

Complaints settled during the period

% of settlement
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Average disposal time (days)

1

01.01.2020 to

30.11.2020

57604

56935

98.8%

16

 

 

S. No.

Year

Complaints received during the period

Complaints settled during the period

% of settlement

1

01.01.2020 to

30.11.2020

197801

195896

99%

 

6.         Initiatives taken by the Department in the COVID-l9 situation:

 

7.         Miscellaneous:

******

Monika
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For more than 150 years, the Department of Posts (DoP) has been the backbone of the
country’s communication and has played a crucial role in the country’s social economic
development. It touches the lives of Indian citizens in many ways: delivering mails, accepting
deposits under Small Savings Schemes, providing life insurance cover under Postal Life
Insurance (PLI) and Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI) and providing retail services like bill
collection, sale of forms, etc. The DoP also acts as an agent for Government of India in
discharging other services for citizens such as Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) wage disbursement and old age pension payments. In the
year 2020, the Department strengthened its supply chain through capacity upgradation and
expanding Road Transport Network. It played important role in countering impact of COVID-19
pandemic by enabling doorstep delivery of financial services and medicines etc. The Year End
Review for Department of Posts highlights the achievements, and progress on various initiatives
of department in the year 2020.

1.         Supply Chain and e-Commerce: Mail, Express Services and Parcel:

2.         Banking Services and Financial Inclusion:

3.         Postal Life Insurance (PLI)/Rural Postal Life Insurance (RPLI):

4.         Citizen Centric Services:

There are 100+ CSC Services which are offered through these post officeswhich include
Government to Citizen Schemes(G2C) such as Pradhan Manthri Street Vendors’
AthmanirbharNidhiYojana (PMSVANIDHI), Pradhan Manthri Jan ArogyaYojana (Ayushman
Bharat) ,  Pradhan Manthr iShram Yogi  Maan-dhanYojana (PM-SYM),  Pradhan
MantriLaghuVyapari Maan-dhanYojana (PM-LVM), The Election Card Printing, E-Stamp
Service, and Various e-District Services. Some of B2C (Business to Citizens) Services offered
includes Bharat Bill Payment System Bills (Electric, Gas, Water bills etc...), Renewal Premium
collection for Life Insurance Policies and General Insurance such as Motor Vehicle, Health and
Fire Insurance etc, Third party services such as EMI collections for various loans offered by
financial institutions and submission of online application forms for loans and Travel services
such as Ticket booking service is available for Flight, Train and Bus Tickets.

5.         Public Grievances:

 

S. No.

Year

Complaints received during the period

Complaints settled during the period

% of settlement

Average disposal time (days)

1

01.01.2020 to
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30.11.2020

57604

56935

98.8%

16

 

 

S. No.

Year

Complaints received during the period

Complaints settled during the period

% of settlement

1

01.01.2020 to

30.11.2020

197801

195896

99%

 

6.         Initiatives taken by the Department in the COVID-l9 situation:

 

7.         Miscellaneous:

******

Monika
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-12-30

YEAR END REVIEW -2020 OF MINISTRY OF SKILL
DEVELOPMENT AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Government policies & interventions for development in various
Sectors and issues arising out of their design & implementation incl. Housing

The major initiatives taken by the Ministry during the Year-2020 are as follows:

Policy Initiatives

 

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)

a. Candidate Registration

b.Find a Training centre

c. Track Status

Further, APIs for integration of Apprenticeship portal with UMANG application have been
developed and handed over to UMANG team for further necessary action.

 

Trainings at ITIs/NSTIs and promotion of Apprenticeship

 

SANKALP (Skills Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood
Promotion)

 

International Engagements

 

MOUs/Partnership/Collaborations:

 

Initiatives by the Ministry in the wake of COVID-19 Pandemic:

i) Service robot and telepresentation robot by ITI Cuttack.

ii)  Hands free, walk in mass collection of samples for COVID testing by ITI Cuttack.

iii) Govt ITI Berhampur, Odisha  designed  and  developed  "Aerosol  Box"  which 
tightly shields health care providers face from patient's face.
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iv) NSTI Ludhiana  has  prepared  an  Aero  Blaster  Machine  and  handed  it over to
District Administration for sanitizing the city.

v)NSTI Mumbai developed pedal based (hands free) hand sanitizing system and
installed in local police station.

vi) A list of one lakh trained Health Sector Professionals trained under PMKVY was
sent to MoHFW through mail on 29/3, including their contact details such as Mobile
numbers and email addresses. This was further amplified through a D.O. letter dated 3-
4-2020, sent to Chief Secretaries of all States/UTs, sharing data of 1.75 Lakh such
personnel.

 

Other major initiatives:

*****

            YKB/SK

The major initiatives taken by the Ministry during the Year-2020 are as follows:

Policy Initiatives

 

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)

a. Candidate Registration

b.Find a Training centre

c. Track Status

Further, APIs for integration of Apprenticeship portal with UMANG application have been
developed and handed over to UMANG team for further necessary action.

 

Trainings at ITIs/NSTIs and promotion of Apprenticeship

 

SANKALP (Skills Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood
Promotion)

 

International Engagements

 

MOUs/Partnership/Collaborations:
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Initiatives by the Ministry in the wake of COVID-19 Pandemic:

i) Service robot and telepresentation robot by ITI Cuttack.

ii)  Hands free, walk in mass collection of samples for COVID testing by ITI Cuttack.

iii) Govt ITI Berhampur, Odisha  designed  and  developed  "Aerosol  Box"  which 
tightly shields health care providers face from patient's face.

iv) NSTI Ludhiana  has  prepared  an  Aero  Blaster  Machine  and  handed  it over to
District Administration for sanitizing the city.

v)NSTI Mumbai developed pedal based (hands free) hand sanitizing system and
installed in local police station.

vi) A list of one lakh trained Health Sector Professionals trained under PMKVY was
sent to MoHFW through mail on 29/3, including their contact details such as Mobile
numbers and email addresses. This was further amplified through a D.O. letter dated 3-
4-2020, sent to Chief Secretaries of all States/UTs, sharing data of 1.75 Lakh such
personnel.

 

Other major initiatives:

*****
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